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fR1STOE GOT
BIG JUDGMENT




OGILVIE SUIT VS. M. BERTIIC
WILBUR CONSOLIDATED
WITH OTHERS.
DESTRUCTION iINVENTORY OF CITY'S
B FLOODS 
ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANTY 
REPORTS FROM MANY POINTS
SHOW GREAT DAMAGE
TO P.-Z.ZDERTY.
I. C. BRIDGE AT
MEMPHIS SWEET AWAY
THIS OR.Dh:R YESTERDAY BY BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
WHICH IS PREPARING FOR ANNUAL REPORT, AND ALSO
FOR NEXT YEAR'S NEEDS IN THIS CONNE.CUON—RIGID
ORDERS ISSUED THAT CAR COMPANY MUST HAVE ITS WEST
.;T:REET TRACKS LOWERED WTTHIN THi
NEXT THIRTY DAYS—HUSBANDS STREET FENCED UP,
WITH EXCEPTION OF WHERE FIFTH STREET GOES
THROUGH—TRACTION COMPANY PROMISES TO REPAIR
BRICK AND BITULITHIC STREETS IN STAISFACTORY
CONDITION.
LITTLE RIVER ON RAMPAGE In preparing for their annual re-o
AT HOPKINSVILLE-- port, and also to have the date for
STORES FLOODED. use in outlining their needs for next
ycar, the board of public works yes-
terday afternoon during its regular
weekly session, directed Superintend-
ent Kebbler of the city electric plant
Contractor Charles Robertson Claims Great Damage to Crops on Cism-
e Balance Due Him From Situ- berland—Three Railroads Tied
lithic Company. Up in Tennant's.
lion John K. Hendrick, as special
judge has decided tile suit of J. W.
Friatoe against R. R. Wood The
master commissioner's report showed
that about $3,soo was derived from
sale of the several hundred acre farm
ha the estate. Fristoe was given judg-
ment for $2,044.0, the II. B. Carper
-ustuee judgment foe Sffloot. while the
remaining $652 at in the hands of
it aster Com mi ...inner Cecil Reed,
was ordered to be paid over to (afford
Woods
Judge Reed resutued the circuit
court )esterday sifter an adjournment
since last Saturday. The several days'
vacation was taken on account of the
United States (-curt being in session.
William Hughes was granted a di-
vorce from Dora Hughes.
An allowance et $64 was made to
the estate of the late Judge David
Sanders who had an account foe
cow: attendance.
There was referred to Master Com-
rnissi4.ner Cecil Peed the suit of Nhim
Stanley against R. P Stanley, for the
coenzniasiouser to take proof.
Pie plaintiff tiled an amended pets-
ton oi the su t of George .k. Jones
against W. L Sowers.
Memphis, Tenn.. Nov 21.—Owing
to the presence of water in Wolf river
against two spans of the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad bridGe across that stream
they were swept away today and all
Northern traffic over that road sus-
pended.
The county school* are closed in
most of the districts on account of
impassable roads.
All roads leading to the county
from Memphis arc closed with the
exception of the Pigeon Roost and
state line.
Twenty-five miles oi the county
levees are under water and the great-
er portion of them will be destroyed.
The McQuinn dry docks are almost
a total los,, and the ferry boat on
Wolf river is rink Over fifty county
bridges are deported washed out The
N, C. & StJ R R. suspended busi-
ness and other roads are in a fearful
shape.
to tak an inventary of everything con
troled by the plant. This will include
a memorandum of the building, the
electrical machipes and supplies, the
poles, wires, sefeet corner arcs and
in fact everything connected 4th
the plant. The board wants to kw
just exactly what it has on hand, and
they will then be in position to clear-
ly report the condtion of affairs at
,the end of the year, when every mu-
!nicipal department turns in similar an-
nual statements.
The board yesterday also ordered
iStreet Inspector Alonzo Elliott to
make out an inventory of everything
in his department, so it cm be used
for similar purposes.
; The street car company's tracks on
West Jefferson, beyond Foun'ain ave-
nue, are several feet higher than the
I grade of th! graveled thoroughfare
running along both sides of the rails.
iMonths ago Or company seas directed
to lower the rails, but responded it
stoics This is needed in order that
cars can pass each other at equal eis-
lances alolig that division
The tractioa company has put new
curves d '.v,i at Third and likentuckY,
F. orth and B oadwar, at i Ninth at.'
Biciedway. The bitulith::. and brick
sceets had to be torn up to make this
improvement, and in replacing the
streets the company did not keep its
agreement to pot them down in as
good condition es they were found
Last week notice was served on themi
that they wontd have to io :he worki
properly, and now they respond stat-
ism k MB be gone over and done
'right
The oiect car people notified the
board that it would finish the double
track work on Broadway between
I Fourth and Fifth streets, as soon aso 
the inclement weather permitted. The
I •von. filled th,- turn-up portion of the
ilitit street where the double-tracks
me being laid, but a force of men
weire working all of last night pump-
1
ing the water out %nth hand pumps.
All of it was gotten out and the men
, resume operations this morning.
Yesterday one of the underground
' maSn. of the water company on Cale-
l iven street, near the new fill andconcrete culvert close to the Union
Hopkinsville, Ky. Nov 21.- was only waiting for City Engineer 
depot, burst and this damaged the fill
considerably The company repairediiVashington to give .hem the properrecords for high water were broken
this morning in this city following reduced grade, when the work would 
the broken main, and are now ordered
e ten-inch rainfall since Saturdayibr started. Now the engineer reports 
to fix the Fit also, the board con-
and . a fall of fur inches Monday nightit" the board of works that the rea-
tending they are responsible The
Little river was full to its banks last soil the grade was not given was he- waterwcwks people claim the settlingMaster Comm 'sinner Reed was al- night and continuel to rise all night, cause the car company said their men of the fill broke the pitieslowd. tnioi for 
against 
work in the sti.t1 and at daylight the water was two were not ready, but they would have City Engineer Washington wasof 
A r
gain" The Peoples and one-half feet higher than ever be-'their re •
p„,,enrative cell on the eiirected to get warrants against anyHome Purchaisno company fore recorded. Many stores on Main city engineer whenever they were pre p.ublic street or other contractor. whoLal Threlkeld was selected the street, one block from the river, had trash or refuse upon theattorney to represent defendant In ose to throe -A -A • Is. pared to make the reduction. View- 
deposited
thoroughfares and did not move itthe suit of Eva Caldwell against ir," ug ter in Pgienk ins it from this new light the zoardand at 6:yo o'clock the three-story within twenty-four hoursRichard Caldwell. 'ordered that the superintendent of thebrick building ni James F. Garnett on car hoe immediately There was filed by the board the1 'es quit of T. R Ogilvie and corn- confer with theMain street near Ninth collapsed applicaticgi of parties that a large.city engineer, so the latter can givefrom crumbling foundations and two(Contmued on Paget Two.) of the four stores in the building are 
electric *Pc light be placed at the "I.."them the grade. The company is in
corner of the alley entering the blocka total k The f f addition ordered to have the rails low- beside F.nglert and Bryant's retail
grocery on Sonth Secnnd, and coming
out beside W. A. Lawrence's business
establishment on Kentucky between
See. 'rid and Third streets. The pet,-
voners claimed it Was dangerous in
the alley of nigh:time. and a light
should be in, but it was not granted.
when the board of works put the
electric arc at the end of the alley
running beside the Klondike saloon
and up to the city scales, it was in-
tended :he illunimation from it should
also extend the block which touches




BIG ACTION HAS BEEN INSTI-
TUTED AGAINST FORIESIR
MAYFIELD MAN.
Ralph Orthweiu Claims Landrum
Made Pelee Illetemoots Regard-
ing Orthwein's Affairs.
Mr. Thomas J Landrum, formerly
of Mayfield, but now at the bead of
the new company controlling the
Planters hotel at St. Louis. is the de-
fendant in a big Stoo.000 damage suit
filed against him at St, !Anis Ry
Ralph Orthwein, whose wife is a cous-
in of Mr Landrum. The latter Is
well known in Paducah, and a dis-
patch from St. Lou4s yesterday re-
garding the action states as follows:
"Ralph Orthwein filed suit in the
emit NM( yesterday against Toni
J. Landrum. preeident of the Plast-
ers Hotel company, fOr *taker* 4.-
N became of statemsets alleged
Bs have been made by Mr. Landrum
Ortbirein's financial af-
WIC
'Orthwela is separated from bis
wife. who is a Malin of Mr. Low
Erma According to Ortbwein, the
trouble tote place last October, and
was in the nature of a family con-
troversy.
'Mr. Landrum denies the state-
ments attributed to him. He said
when asked regarding the matter that
there was no foundation for the stile
DEATH OF
BISHOP TIGERT
Kansa. City, Mo. Nov al.—A
*pedal to the Star states that Bishop
John T. Tigert, of the ME. Church
th. died at Tnlsa, I. T. this
corning.
Mrs Roy McKinney hto returned
rim Gulrport, Miss., where she at-
ended the national U. D. C. meeting.
ered within the next thirty days
I There is a bag frame awning-shed
in front of the feed establishment of
Hawkins and son and others •n South
aldermen the Ulan for the. new thor
J. F. Garnett is the heaviest loseri
'
oughlare. to open which the board re-
loss of at least Ammo. The whole
of the collapsed buildirfg. entailing a commends to the legislative authori-
building may !.ave to be torn down.Itzhieagt 
that anordinance be adopted toer  
Pool's bolo; Waller & Rogers lava,W. It Milittin. loss is $31313°; jc'e P*1 A Neal 
written notice was ordered
srnt Fisherand others lose from smo to Vow! and Farley, the South
each. The losses will aggregate at iThird street veterinarian sturgeons.
least $5o,000 and may be $too,000. notifying them that they must either
1 The Illinois Central railroad's track take out the second driveway leading
was four feet under water and the across the concrete sidewalk into
passenger depot floated from its foun- their building or stand the conse-
dation and the platform cracked. The quences. One driveway was laid
track nearest the river at the foot of across the pavement to their entrance,
Ninth street was undermined and de-
stroyed. Their loss will be probably 
hut the front door was aftrwards
shiftedto the other nide of the build-
00,000 in this alone. This morning 
ing 
and the' given permission tothe sun is shining brightly and thel
river is falling rapidly, leaving 
a build a driveway leading across the
heavy deposit of trod over the streets want to tns 
newly located door, pro-
and sidewalks. . vided the veterinarians converted the
 . other driveway back into a pavement
They have never done this, although
repeatedly instructed to do so.
Permission was given the traction
company to pm a new switch down on
(Continued on Page Right) _ Tennessee between Ninth and Tenth
ground floor, destroying the stock of
drugs, with Martin and the Racket
store of Joe P. Pool underneath. No
one was in the building at the time
though Mr Martin had left his store Second between Kentucky avenue
r:hout five mimites before the col- ond Washinwon street. This shed ex-
. lapse. Other merchants who have sus- teed, out over the public sidewalks,
tamed heavy loots are Davis Ken- and the board ordered that, it be torn
nett,' & Co.. milliners; S. B Hoover ,down if it interfered with the contrac& Co hmilliners: Bassett & Co.. &nil, Ts who are to put the concrete side-goods. Keegan & Co. milliners: Sing-104,1a5, brick street work and stormer Sewing Machine Co.; Yost & Co.;• ecwers. along this block.harness dealers: R. B Rice. grocero
J. H. Anderson & Co., dry goods:I LAs.iit 
irt 
has developed that- in building
Weller & Rogers. foroitore. ooe.tne d along where Husbands
store being flooded and another stock.street would run when extended
just purchased in the upper story—of through the hollow from Sixth to
the Garnett building being a complete, Fourth, that the city has been deposit_
wreck. Miss Fannie Rogers, mini- ing the dirt upon private property.
ner; John Mention company. aryl Street Inspector . Elliott was di
goods: Toni Rattilo, fruit store; An- recited to see that no more dirt was
derson Poowler Drug company; Corn- I put on ground not belonging to the
mercial and Savings bank, water two etiy efoggrimeat. The inspector was
feet deep: Stuart's barber shop; J.I t.'so ordered to fence up whereN TIu--
P.' Serial!, grocer, and the saloons of:bands runs through the hollow, only
Ed Williams and George Merritt-heaving openings where Fifth street'!any families in the colored section goes through the low place.near the river were driven from their.
homes and the police had to rescue 
Report was made to the board that
eome of them. there had been secured the signatures
The electric light plant was sub-luf every party owning private property
merged and the city is in derloriess.lthrough which will run the new street
The Home Telephone company's ca- in Littleville. These owners all agree
hies wider Mion street are ffooded,ito give enough remand to the city for
and out of commission. It is almost the pubric street, therefore the board
iinnossibie at this time to estimete lordered passed up to the citmeil and
the losses.
Kentucky River Still Rising.
Lexington, Ky., Nov. 20.—MesS11011
from all over the mountain efistrieti
A dirt road had been built by the
city leading from Caldwell street,
near the Union depot. over the new
box and basket factory, across the
hollow. The basket people want it
graveled, and Mr. Wells of the basket
factory appealed before the board yes-
terday and reported he had gotten the
consent of every property owner but
one to dedicate to the municipality
the private grand intended for the
politic street. As soon as this other
one is gotten, and a free, full dedi-
cation given the city, the dirt thor-
oughfare will be graveled. Pending
Nis, Street Inspector Elliott wee di-
rected to have a pathway of cinders
placed, leading from Caldwell street
over telwards the factory.
FIRE DESTROYS FAYETTE.
MISS.. LOSS IS Ssoo.000
Blaze Starts in Restaurant and Sweeps
Entire Rusinees District.
Jackson Miss., Nov. no—Practically
1146,e'
entire business section of Fayette, 
iss.. was dear-led by fire last
night. The loss is about $200,000,
partly covered by insurance. The fire
started in MeGinness cafe. The
flames spread to the adjoining build
logs rapidly. The telephone exchange
was destroyed and as the Western
Union wires are grounded it is impos-
soble to get details.
Attorney Alfred Hendrick arrived
yesterday from Frankfort, where
be is private secretary to Jridge
Thomas Nunn of the appellate court.








BECAUSE ANNA ETLY WAS
NOT PRODUCED AS A
WITNESS.
Girl Said to Hove Changed Her Store
When Told It Would Hang
Her Father,
Louisville, Nov. 21.----The Jefferson
county grand jury has returned an in-
dietment against John Etly, charging
him with the willful murder of his
wife, Mrs. Jennie Etly.
e indictment bad been expected
yesterday, and it i• said that the de-
lay was due to the fact that Anna
Fib,, the witness on whose testimony
the indictment was returned, changed
her story and thereby weakened her
evidence.
What the girl said to the grand jury
is, of course, a secret but it is known
that the story told differed from that
she is said to have made to the police.
According to one report. the girl
first told substantially the same story.
Then someone said to her
"Are you aware that this statement
will hang your father?"
Upon this, it is said, the girl
changed her story entirely.
The indictment was returned by the




Coroner's Jury Would Not Reader
Verdict.
"The said Jennie Etly came to her
death from stab svounds in the head
and neck inflicted by some person or
persons unknown to the coroner.
HARRIS KELLY,
"Coroner of Jefferson County"
The coroner's jury at the inquest
into the death of Mrs. Jennie Etly this
morning refused to return a verdict
after its request that Anna Rey be
brought before it as a woness had
been dude&
Coroner Kelly refused to permit
the girl to be brorght before the jury
though County Attorney Bingham
held that the Jury had a right to de-
mand any evidence it wanted Coro-
ner Kelly thereupon assumed respon-
sibility. and returned the non-com-
mittal verdict given above.
The jury at the inquest had ad-
journed yesterdrio afternoon until to
o'clock this morning, after announcing
that it wanted Anna Etly brought be-
fore it,
'Squire flitadburn's Statement
"I don't care what the public thinks
about me. I go my own road and gen-
erally go the one that is right
"I don't care who committed this
crime. T want the person who .coin- 1
mined it brought to justice. I care
nothing in the world about who the
crime May fall on. It don't matter in
the least to me, bnt for me to put my
name blindfolded to a verdict in this
matter is somethirc I do not feel like
doing. We know the law. It can be
presumed that all of us know the Taw.
I for one know my &sty as a juror as
well as any man living. and I don't
want anybody to tell me what it is. I
knew this jury has rights. I know
you stand paramount over the grand
jury and every other jury, and that
you are the high cockalborm of the
whole affair from beginning to end.
"It is a farce for us to say that we
cannot get the witnesses These wit-
nesses are within the jurisdiction of
tge court and It is the coroner's place
to bring them before us. and as far
as I am concerned T say to you now
that I will not sign a verdict of any
sort and I shall go before the public
with a written statement as to why
the verdict was not rendered. That
is all I have to say. The other jurors
can meak for themselves"
RUNAWAY HORSE_
Wheel Jerked Off Prank Boone%
Buggy by Flying Outfit.
The horse attached to Dairyman J.
A. Cooper's milk wagon took fright
on Broadway near Fourth street yes -
t erchty morning, and dashing out
Broadway, turned into Fifth and went
up that thoroughfare for several
blocks before ',lopping. The milk
isogon crashed into the buggy driven
by M'-. Frank C. Boone, the insurance
man. arid took a wheel off the latter's
rig. Much excitentent was created by
the runaway as Broldway was filled
with people at the time..




AGENT ON "SNORT CUT"




Local Manager of litanderd Oil At
Memphis Cited to Answer Nun-
her of Indictments.
Chicago, Nov. 21.—The Standard
Oil Company December to will have
its first round in its strenuous fob!
with the government. Judge K. M.:
Landis yesterday definitely fixed *at
date for the hearing of arguments on
the demurrers to the indictments on
0428 counts charging the oil cotnponn
with rebating.
When the case was called in court
yesterday the announcement of the
appointment of Attorney James H.
Wilkerson by Attorney General
Moody on recommendation of Dis-
trict Attorney Sims to assist in the
prosecution of the Standard com-
pany was also made
District Attorney Sims and John
S. Miller, counsel fqr the Standard
Oil Company, appealed before Judge
Landis to have the date set for the
hearing on the demurrers to the in-
dictment.
Attorney Mille- explained that he
would be required to g0 to Washing-
ton December 3 in connection with
litigation there and it was doubtful,
if he would be ready to argue in
Judge Landis, court on the rebating
matter until after that date. The at-
torneys and Judge Landis finally de-
cided that the hearing on the demur-
rers should be held December to at
tole o'clock in the morning, and the
hearing was set at that date.
The argarnent on the demurrer filed
against the government's "thirteen-
inch gun." as the fifty-three-pound
tment is now termed, means the




INGS WILL BE HELD IF
NECESSARY.
Judge Reed Gave the Women Until
the First of Next Month in
Which to Move.
Indications are that the scarlet wo-
men of this city are "up a tree" as
regards a place to locate, as front
every section If the city comes word
that if the females settle down in any,
of these vicinities the surrounding
residents will form themselves into
"frontier committees" with 'the object
of making it so hot for the demi-
monde that the latter will be more
than willing to leave.
Judge Reed has the women all un-
der indictment and he says they shot/
move off West Kentucky avenue bin
the first of next month, while the
people from the ether sections of the
community say the women shall not
move into their midst. This puts
the unfortunate females in the atti-
tude of being "d— if they do and d—
if they don't," so they are peettp.
much on the imxions bench.
The gathering of the First and
Second ward citizens Monday night
has seemed toss have an awakening o
effect upon the rtop over the entire
town, and all are paring to hold
similar meetings if e soiled doves
start to move out i se sections of.-
the *v. -TS
As the first cf the month cameo
closer the sitnatior becomes more
tense. and *t is proving quite an in.
teresting state of affairs.
Many people state they know the
judge is making a wrong move in
trying to move the _people from that
vicinity. became re respectable white
people would live out that way, there-
fore if thet soiled doves atteste it wile
he a matter only a few months
until the houses are filled with nee
groes and the situation worse thee
ever, if possible. •
1 • ,
•
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I
' Miss Anna Polen of New Albany Well Preserved Relic ofMi l 
I
edeva 
A BA ombination.— 1I 'BEGINS—REC. 10 BIG JUDGMENT England. PERSONN*
Dies lam Effects of the
si4sei' s 
Days to Be Seen at Oldham,•-•
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 21.—Miss An-i There are not a few sets of stocks
na Polen died last evening at her' surviving its England, but I think not_ lFloyd and Eleventh streets„' I many are so well preserved or so
LIVERYMAN McGOWN GIVES NilociwneAlbany, from an overdose of I interesting as those at Oldham, says If CHANGES THE FIRST OP(Cautioned from Page Ons.) (Continued from Page (inc.)One.)
JOHN ISBELL PRETTY calomel 
BAD RECORD. salivated. She was ill about two opening of a light for victory by the paay against Mrs. Bertie Wilbur, wajm will see, the old whipping post, with 
NEXT YEAR WHEN THE, which caused her to become i   . a correspondent. These have as you
eill1.111Indere esetennibP weeks ago and took a large dose of government against monopoly and for ordered consolidated with the suits the iron bands for the offender's 
BOAF' '..7._HANGE.
the drug. At the next meal, an hour escape from the otaiu of conviction and of Felix G. Rudolph against Mrs. Wil- wrists, of all sizes and heights, so
later, she ate several picldes, and the possible fine of $12o,000,000 by bert, and Armour Gardner against that there should surely be one to Whoever Is aiesed President ce the
within a few hours was very ill, which the oil trust. • James Thompson. fit any patient, from the naughty 
I, 
Council and Aldermen Becomes
caused her system to become sali- The indictment leas 6,428 counts and An aeswer was filed in the suit of small boy to the able-bodied rogue or 
vated. Physicians were summoned, vagrant, or his, perhaps, equally able-! 
Director of Hospital
the defendant, the Standard Oil Corn-' Carrie Rehertsoi against William •
but despite medical treatment she Pane' of Indiana, :!, amenable to a fine Robertson. odied and violent spouse, who was
gradually grew worse, and her suffer- of $20,000 as a maximum on each John K. Hendrick was allowed four whipped here quite as freely as her'
liveryman, yesterday morning arrived fore her death. She was 25 years old
l
vehicle the outfit sold by John Isbell obald Polen.
to Fletcber Terrell of South Third
Mr. McGown, the Bowling Green
and was a daughter of the late The-
ings were intense for several days be- count.
OPENS STANDARD BLOCK.
Office of Waters-Pierce Agent Is on
• "Short Cut." 
yesterday in the circuit court filed though whipping for women was. al)“1-
days' pay for serving as special judge. lord.
suit against the Southern Bitulithic ishcd as the age began to grow more
Contractor Charles le Robertson —the stocks fel! out of use, and
Surd for Balance.
— It is not generally realized how
rscently—well on in the last century
hold I 
sind aldermen, there i. also changedhere and identified as his horse and
directorate consist of two privatestreet. The cases against Isbell come
rectors for Riverside hospital. Mgt
)ear of the personnel of the council
the individnality ei the board of dl-
With the change the first of next
up this morning in the police court, Campaigning in ILississappi. company for $1,120.40 balance claimed sensitive—or squeamish, as some 
citizens and three city officials, the
. latter always ..),:ing the mayor, presisone charging him with grand lat.- After being three weeks constantly St. Louis, • Mo., Nov. 21.—A. K. 
due him for storm sewer work done —it is not long since, to the regret of dent of the aldermanic body and pres-ceny, by steeling the outfit, and the in the saddle making hard rides ev- Finlay, vice president of the Waters- 
on Kentucky avenue from Second to many, the whipping of men became ident of the councilmanic board. Os.other charging him with obtaining cry day during that time, the Hon. Pierce Oil Company, admitted at the 
Ninth, Jefferson from First to Ninth, disused. car B. Starks ;s president now ofmoney by halse pretenses, by pretend- !Charley Scott, candidate for govern- hearing of the ouster case being con- and Sixth, Seventh and Ninth from The 
stocks, as I can testify from the aldermen, but goes out ..of officeling to Terrell the outfit was his when, or of WssissiPpi, completed his horse- &toted by the state of Missouri the avenue to Jefferson. (voluntary) 
expe:ience are a nighty 
the first of the year, being defeatedIsbell made the sale. Mr. McGowni back cftpaign trip from the Tennes- against the Waters-Pierce, Standard 
When the avenue, Jefferson and uncomfortable form of punishment, last election day. Wisoever of thestated to the police that Isbell did Kee line to the waters of the Gulf and Republic Oil companies today 
cross streets were reconstructed, the You ache in every limb and it is im-
Southern Bitulithic company got the possible to find comfort or rest for 
incoming aldermanie body is chosentime in the penitentiary once for steal- of Mexico. The remarkable ride, that the building at 75 New street, , president. by virtue of this office heing a horse from Bowling Green. which is unique in the annals of po- vsherc the office of the commercial 
entire brick, bitulithic and storm sew- the strained sinews and tendons of1 is also a member of the board of di-litical campaigning, was brought to agent of die Waters-Pierce company' Cr contracts. I' he sewer work was the legs. rectors for the hospital. George 0.INo Police Court. a close at Gulfport when Mr. Scott, is located. opens directly into the 
sub-let to Contractor Charles Robert- Add--what genuine sufferers bad hieBroons is now president of theson who now claims the bitulithic peo- to suffer—the jeers of all the evilly counsel, and he tee) goes out the first
There was to court yesterday °yin his Kentucky steed, Electioneer, building known as 26 Broadway, 
the police tribunal on account of rode down to the beach front at Gulf- Stand Oil headquarters. plc owe the mentioned 'balance. The disposed of tht town and possibly of the year. The new councilmanJudge Dacid Cross' attention being port harbor, dust covered and travel Mr. Finlay admitted having made a 
total cost of the s 
the previous entertainment of the 
ewers was $10 9. ,632.5 blazing sunshine and a sore back from-
- chosen as his 
successor as presidingneeded in the United States court, worn, and rode his horse into the "short cut" by that route once in go-
Property Sold.
officer of that legislative body alsowhere he had somc cases. The other waters of the gulf, amid a throng of ing from the office of H. Clay Pierce 
whipping post, and you have a deter-1 becomes a hosoital director. Mayorlawyers were all busy, and as there at 25 Iiroadway to the Standard Oil 
Property on the West side of rent and a rentedy for lawbreaking
ered to witness the termination of the 
Yeiser continues as a director moil
enthusiastic friends who had gath-
was nothing of unusual importance offices. It developed that the offices 
Eighth near Bachman street has been than which, sot ely, our superior age
sold by M. 1; Emery to J. T. Ander- h 
his term of office expires.up in the police court demanding im- of Mr. MeNall the New York repre- son for $400, and the deed filed yes- Pier.
has invented nothing better nor sirn-
The two cit ,rn members ef the
extraordinary ride. Mr. Scott mount-
mediate attention, the judge post- sentative of the Waters-Pierce coma board are Dr. 11. P. Sights and Dr.
ed his horse at Grand Junction at
poned everything over until today. pany, had been moved to ss New 
Can any of you readers tell me in Frank Boyd, both of whom are elect-
sunrise on the morning of October 20, terday with the clerk for record.
as follows: Isiah Welch and Mallie line of Mississippi into Benton coun- Mt Finlay d•niart that the Stand- 
Cul'en for $r, land out in the county. fancy) where neir the west end there
J M L. Russell transferred to Mary what church it is tGloucestershire, I
summer.
The cases up on the docket were and crossed the northern boundary street at his renuest. ed for one year, commencing '1st
Standish. charged with adultery; Ed ty shortly after. He rode direct to asii or any' other mialluences" had any- Licensed to Marry. 
is a little comb;ned stocks and whip-
and delivered an address 
ping post in principle—a stout pillarReynolds, Pete and Louis Caporat New .alhany, arrivmg there Sunday thing to do with the fixing of prices The clerk issued wedding liesame 
Kindling, kindling, kindling, atcharged ,aith -ngaging in a fight at *tor his company tit St. Louis and 
of wood with non rings down each Biederman's.
i 30
the latter's fruit stand on Broadway at the opening o' court at Oshland throughout the state. He said that 
to the following; Fred C. Hausman side, in which the beadle or clerk
near Fourth; Henry Mitcherson, ae- October 22. From there he rode the prices were established by Presi- 
sted 28 and Drusilla Hand. aged . could confine ,he wrists of misbehay- NEW WINDOWS.service shouldenter, of cursing Tohn Yandell.dent If. Clay Peeve. himself as vice 
ing 9children until the 
--- -
southward and visited twenty-four of this city; B. B. Steele. aged ss and
the route, covering about president and General Manager 
Ire over? I base seen such a thing.il Birdie Doom, a.ted 22 of Livingston Those Finished at the First National
counties n 
UNIQUE SCHOOL IN SOUTH. Ackert. 
county; Ed Barrett, aged 2; of this but cannot rememberBank—Glass Expected for
where —Conn-600 miles. 
cit) and Rebecca Hayes, aead 24 of le,' Life. Jewelry Store.Under cross examination by Attor- Ma-shall county. Thi• new door• and glass windowsney General Hadley Mr Finlay saidChildren to Be Given Book and In- FRANCE READY FOR WAR. have been put in at the First Nation-that Education at Same inae. Colored Couple. 
TIRED OF HUSBAND'S ASHESMr. Pierce i!at: instructed him to
give any information tercesdary in al bank on Third and Broadway.
conducting the company's business to Widow Endures Their Presence in they having been wrecked by
Premier Clemcnccau Talks of Poss. a colnred couple proenril : a li-Coltimbne Ga., Nov. al.—It is the sible Conftizt With Germany. Commercial Agent McNall. its New 
ct n-e was Luther Duffy. as: l 22 and the rnnsway hot.. of Fritz hfetzger,opinion of those who have made child Rosie Wilson, aged 16, of taik• ate- 
Her Home for Twenty Years
York repreaentativa it had previous- which crashed through the doors
now watching the effects of the law prints a dispatca from Paris detailing that Mr. McNall had been affiliated he died almost twenty years ago, all
Pittsburg. Pa , Nov. 21.—Mthough and windows at breakueck speed last
labor legislation a study and who are Berlin, Nov 21.—The Tageblatt ly bee
Saturday afternoon
n develop. i during the inquiry 
ese thia enmity.
factories in this state al- ent at the French capital had with 26 Broadway. New York. BREAK JAIL WITH t. SPOON 
that was mortal of James Wadsworth,
formerly a well koown resident of Al- Meyer jewelry store window on the
The new glass for the Naze' &-working in 
factowhich prohibits children under 14 an interview which its correspond- with the Standar.i Oil. with office( at
result will he the production of the Minister Pichon the day before Chan- 
!teeny, Pa. w:is not buried until the
ter January 1. -40, that the ultimate Premier Clemenceau and Foreign The salaries of officers. Mr. Finlay . other side of the street has not yet
Georaia factories instead of the rectors of the Water-Pierce Company.
— 
other day. When Mr. Wadsworth died
It has been ten days now since a
said. '.'.err fixed hy the board of di- Three Desperadoes Show Ingenuity arrived hut is expected •every day.
speech in the reichstay on Germany's Once a year. he said, the list was 
and Make % heir Seco& a wit was found I n which he declared
that he did not wish to be buried, but thief threw the brick through the
finer grades of cotton fabric in the cellor Von Bulow delivered his recent
The first step toward this goal is the after referring to the attacks of the 
that he wanted his body cremated
cheapest kind, as has been the rule foreign relations id Clerraenceau, forwarded to McNall Taledo. O., Nav. 21.—By using a jraelry house 1.indow and. reaching
Columbia Secoralaty Industrial schoal German press en the new French 
His wife carried rut his wish and thePrior to the reorganization of the spoon to make a key thrt • drapers- through the hole, grabbed two watch
Waiters-Pierce company. Mr. Finlay does held in the Whnd co;.•ity jail at body was hnrned and the ashes placed c...es, which be tan away with. Aswhich has just heroin its initial term ministry, is quoted as saying. "The 
actaw3Y.
said, he togiet,o,., a that the sta4d2rd BOWliUg Green made a successful in an urn. Eve- since that time the set the officers have not succeededIt was founded under the le2ders-niP Germans have one fault They treat or its interests c introlled the concern urn has occupied a prominent place in ferreting out the identity of theof G Gunhy Jordan of this city. 'The us one moment with exquisite polite- Attorneys for the Waters-Pierce The men who escaped re "Red" on the mantel n! the home ofKrt. culprit.real cause of the founding of the ness and the next moment with exag- company expect 'ii conclude the tag:-I Metinire of Toledo. Fravk Rutter and Wadsworth.
which the state has not rrovided press has attacked tit. the newspapers nasday and thee the hearing sell be c .mplicity in the murder of Marshal dertaker and arranged to have lion
r 
NEWEST SWINDLING GAME 
Recently the widow called on an tin- BANK NOTE MACHINE
school was to 'nee' an emergency for gerated• brusqueness. The German mg of testinseers -, St. Tentis •Wed- Hirt Foley. McGuire was held for
Tt is a well recoenized !at that the even asserting that Germany could adjourned to New York. where im- •l• ernton and the nisitv'tie of Deputy bury the ashes
Cited. I Ittitter and Feley were held for grand BOTTLE THE SUNSHINE. the "green goods game" was brought
Ness York. Nov 21. -A i -e oftaxed. When the thousands of chit- necessary for a German-French war. Standard Oil
present school facilities are over- get from the United States millions portant witnesses will be axamined. I I !ilk Scott of P.rrylimirg last spring.
Wren under 14 years of age are Oast The Moroccan ffair resulted in the Memphis. Tenn.. Nov 2; - Charle;I larceny aitil theme 'is also as attempt to light in the a t yesterday 01out of the factories and present them- loss of ground which had been gained 0. Scholder local manger ..1' ths1 
afraw• And lay it alt. awry; ing tn his possession paper in imita-
t" lotPlls'ate F"ki' -, the Thornton Bottle the sunshine up. my dears. Samuel Krakow. charged with hay-selves at the 'rho us fey- can be ae- in' previous years Standard Oil Company, was o•rverltirommodite'd 'nog will e 
he etpecially "1 do not want war. and no one else ith a citation ny United State. \ far- .1 hintvrepii-•, ,-*-e that John Kirby Hammer the cork in good ad tight. tio manufacturen of that used in the au
 
.
that this is c-roneou The most wanted will fall, scheme is to nil the tictima a ma-
lo 
Keep for a ra re day. , of bank note. .According to (hidrapidly growing cities in the state. lations with all foreign countries, and
f
trite in Columbus. f , n e of the so here wants war. We desire good re- sb nkshe° "'al Fra S. Elgin issued — the s fie "" ''''''- 1" after the shoot-
attorney. which nrdered
Mr Jordan saw this emergency and. if these relations are not satisfac- States
office of George Randolph. United nig at T•rriton, ii•.! also escaped. but Far clouds will come and shower' Flynn of the secret service. the
securing the assittance of enthosiaats tory we are desirous of improving corporatin to answer a • timber ..i man ;• 'IcGuir... Ile was captured by And earth and •kv look sad,in the child labor legislation move- them. Of course, sic must always he initictnit nt . reterned a, . list it by Shenti Reece in Toledo after a two Then fling the cheery rays about. 
chine with which to manufacture
United State- teastnt e oreanize;" the school. Here strong and prepared for everything the federal grand jury a• •Tackaon. clny-' man bun: immediately following 
, r% notes Thewe h -
all children wha present themselves but that does nor mean that we want Tenn. The trial is set for ml-e firit ''. Thornton tirirder and his trial wag 
And -make the old world glad. claim is made that the machine is
one which has teen, been used inwill receive both a hook and ineina- war." Monday in April. to have conic up in a short time Bottle the sunshine up. my dears the making of in iney which has beentrial education' • The citation wss not in the nature Jim how the thee me', got out of Sweet temper lay away; replaced by ness machines or that itWhen completed there will he eight A Compliment, of an arrest and t n bond is required their sells into the corridor is not Carry through l':e i cmiling face, wa• stolen from the treasury depart-hnildintes on the t ampus of the school, When Tom says admiringly to liar- of the defendant cerporation definitely known as yet. but once in And let your he art be gaf resent Good bank bills dampenedeach devoted to one of Cialtimbue ry, "You're a brick!" Harry feels a the cerridor th.. used the r made key There's sorrow plenty- in the worl.:. anti touched up to appear fresh are
tioitAincot will he grouped in a quad- Do you know hew the saying nrie:- CHURCH DOORS ARE SMASHED! the tutbarreil olodows. They then 
And strife and hitter pa:n. shown as the product of the machine.
ars--e• il indlistr:el activities. The high compliment has been paid him. to get outside. so that ricy reachc .
tangle. with the main building in the nateas So line the clouds with goldca 
beams, 2The bogus machine have been !told.
' slid down to the gronnri liv means of And sing a glad fefrain.center. Devoted entirely to the stud, . In the golden days of Greece. an French Prefect Uses Force in Making blankets, allich they tied to —.itie De Arnold ogether in 
it is said, to victims for sums rang-
Inventories. the form of a roae leder 
r7 ing from St000 to $5,000.of cotton mill niachinerv. the textile ambassador once came from Epirus!building will receive the most atten- to Sparta, and was shown by thelion from those back of the institn- king over his capital. 14e was cur -lion. Here the sons of the preset-4 prised to find tin walls a-onnd thecotton mill operatives will learn to city,
he skilled weavers of both plain and "Sire." he exclaimed, "I have vis-colored goods of the finest qualities. ited nearly all the towns in Grecs.,Four years' training in this build- but I find no walls for Jiair defensean n. sem Tie, te" souteet ..efetslero wily is
training to command within a short "Indeed!" the king replied. "youtime after they reenter the mills wag- cannot have looked carefully. Comeles ae good as their fathers are now with me tomorrow and I will howerste-hie. . you the wall of Sparta."
On the following morning the kingGOING /Too° MILES TO WED. led his guest rut upon the plains
where his army was drawing up inNew Jersey Girl to Marry Her Lover battle array. arse. pointing proudly to
in the Philippines, the valiant soldiers, he said:
"There you behold the walls of
Trenton, N J.. Nov.. 21.—A to- Sparta—every rean a brick!"---Ex.
mance begun in the state school here - 
eight years afo will reach a climax The Great Song Town.
next January in Manila when Mies Philadelphia prints more than rine-Eltea Wilkinson Watson of this cityj quarter of all the music in the Unit-will become the bride of First Liens ed States, and the total amount of it
'William T. !lutists of troop E, Sixth i..: six times as great as it was fifteen
United States cavalry, non stationed years ago, says :he Philadelphia Rec
In the Philippine islands. ord. „Ilut. while Europe shows no
Lieut. Butler was formerly of Mor- such. increape es 'het, this country's
risville. Pa. In the Spanish-Ainerican total output is still less than half
War he went to the front as a troop- that of Leipsic. Germany, and lesser in the Sixth United States cavalry, than that of several other Europeans Rheims. France. Nov. 21.--The Ire-lie quickly won his noncoffunission cities. in this city the amount nt feet of the department of -Marne hatchevrons and after the war was pro-I instrumental music piloted used to dismissed the mayor of Lavenncs. M.!mated to a lientenency Then it was exceed that of vocal music. Thisthat he asked Miss Watson to be his was dile, it is sa Rossean, liar replacing images aid. to the cheapen- Christ in the communal schools frombride and she consented. Being aI ing of pianos in recent years and the, which they had hcen removed undermere slip of a girl then, the wedding popularity of banjo and guitar titmice diewas delayed and Lieut. Butler went to Now, however, tha banjo, at least, has law.the Philippines. He has not seen his lost some of its popularity, and the Wily Does She Slight Cigarettes?sweetheart for nearly eight years. gain in vocal mtsie—tintil it is about
(Buffalo News.)atiss Watson was a school girl equal to the i‘n:triimental in quantity
Miss Carrie Denman has started a
when she met 'recut. Butler. She will --is attributed' to the Current preva- ileave for the Philippines jonrney of knee of musical comedies. In vocal r crusade against "dead cigars in streetloon miles in December 'and sail frommusic the comic and the sentimental cars." Carrie doesn't !mow men, elseSae Francisco for Manila on January keep about even. The gain in relig- she would lcnow that those dead S.3. At present 'lie is a pupil in the nti- mitSiC has not been so great as 'gars are hut "sleepers."young ladies' School of Design in that in other Fneis. •PhiPolelphime. Perry- - •-•-j."1"14 Subscribe for the Register. 7 '
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fudge Cross Did Not Hold Any Po.
lice Court Yesterday on Account
of Being in Federal Court.
 --a---...--.../11111111111111191111111111•1111,
inventories of the 3500 churches which
-Paric. Nov. 21.--The taking of the ED YOUNGER IS A i;EGGAR INSURE WITII
were not enteral last spring owing to Associate of Jesse James Taken Sick L• 1__.• BEBOLJTresistance and disorders has begun. in Northern Pineries.Troops everywvere were held in read- Marinette. Wis.. Nov. 21.---Edmess to sepport the prefects, because younger of the famous Jesse James
first resistance reported was at Ville prison after serving a long sentence
eons:dere:de tr milli: is expected. The hand, who was recently released from General' Insurance Agency
longue-de-la-Salangue. in the wester, for crimes committed while a Alen,-Py-renees. The clerical: there, after ber of that famous band, honoredcarrying away the sacred emblem Peshtigo with s short call. Youngers Office 106 Broadway Phones:Office 
385—Residence 1696
barricaded and locked themselves in is on his way to Joplin, Mo, his for-the churches. mer home. He has been in a hospitalThe inventory of the church of St. at Escanaba. Mich., for come timeAugustin was teken this afternoon, with an attack o fever. He was re- Abram L.. Well,The clergymen, conducting a hap- leased there a fe.v days ago and be- &C.°f
authorities of Eacanaba sent him off
Th
tismal ceremony, priatested against
en 
gan his long jeurncy to Joplin. The FIRE INSURANCEthe actions of the commissioners d 
e
; il
refused to hand over the books. e
officials then burst .open the safe. se- reachd Peahtigo, he says. lie liked
on a somithbourd passenger and at he Accident, Life, Liability. Steaml eller-
cured the registers and other docu- the looks of the town and decided onments. completel their incventory- and
• 
a short sojourn. He began opera-retired. o and 
have 
m 13lock.Marshal Granger, not liking such vis-Amiens. Nov. 21—The authorities apbell
tions by asking people for money 
—
taken an inventory of Ste. Anne. 
sitoursth, . picked him up and sent hint 3ffloe Phone 360. Residence ithane 730iii
They found the doors of the church 
' .
locked and were compelled to 
breakYounger claims that he went from
Joplin to St. Louie, then to Chicago.in. and from there shipped to the woods
in the upper peninsula of Michigan.
lie worked ilea:- Escanaba for some
the money he had was spent in the WHY NOT OWN YOUR': HOMEHale. when he '.'-as taken sick. All
hospital at Escattaba, and when erred
the hospital people helped him along Quit paying rent Let us build the house; you pay for it as you
by giving him a ticket to Marinette. pay rent. Vacant lots in all ports of the city. Nice lots on tke
He intends to 1.03 his way the rest of proposed car extends* en Broad to union depot and on Allan
the journey.' . atreets from $p to Imo each. Boy now on installment plan
Younger is ab-iut 5 feet ei inches itt while cheap. Tris is the highest ground in the city. Property is
height, of a ruddy complexion and anvancing rapidly.
his body is literally covered with
scars. A large scar adorns his right M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
rtleck and in the back of his head is INCORPORATED.
a bad mark of some sheriff's aim.
Vontiger was the youngest nf the I,. L Bard D. Sanders, Pres. and Mgr. Phone 765,
brothers of that name and was PIM .
















BE TAKEN UP AT LOUISVILLE
010ME NAIN AND VHRY IMPORT ANT QUESTIONS TO BE LAID
BEPQRE JUDGE EVANS WHEN HE TAKES UP THE LITIGA-
TION-OFFICER THAD TERRELL WON DAMAGE SUIT
MARK WORTEN FILED AGAINST HIM FOR WM FOSTER.
NEGRO-E. E. BELL TOOK TO CINCINNATI CIRCUIT COURT
HIS SUIT AGAINST THE IMPERIAL WHEEL COMPANY-
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MARION, ILL. GOT $5,000 JUDG-
MENT AGAINST E. REHKOPF SADDLERY COMPANY-CON-
TINUANCE GIVEN INJUNCTION SUIT OF ILLINOIS CEN-
TRAL AGAINST JUDSON PIE RCE ESTATE-UNITED STATES
COURT BROUGHT TO CLOSE.
Judge Walter Evans yesterday af-
ternoon brought the United States
court to a close for this term, and be-
:! announced to the
lawyers interested that he woUld not
take up now the litigation wherein
the East Tennessee Telephone Com-
pany seeks to get a permanent injunie-
t in preventing the Caty of Paducah
from further prosecuting the suit to
' oast" the telephone people from do-
rig business in Paducah because the
concern has 11.) municipal franchise en
titling it to use the public streets and
alleyway.
The judge yesterday informed the
lawyers that he would take up the
Attrition at Louisville on the date
She attorneys agreed on. He will
bear the matter by briefs, or oral evi-
dence and arguments This was the
understanding when the judge left
the city last night.
It MSS reported that yesterday,
while talking over the matter with
the attorneys, that the judge intimat.
ed he would make the temporary in-
junction a permanent order when he
took the matter up .This is a mistake,
trhough, stated Hon. Hal S. Corbett,
the leading attorney for the city in
this big litigation The judge did
say, when he granted the temporary
injunction .(ime months ago, that he
was pretty clear on the matter. Of
centrs.. he meant his mend was clear as
to what was produced before him in
e as of evidence and law, but
there are a number of new and exceed
ingly import int points to be presented
to him when he takes up the ques-
tion .if making the temporary order
permanent, and which new points
were not before the judge when he
grant d the temporary order Mr.
Corbctt stated he had not the slight-
est &lulu but what he would win the
injunction proceeding by getting the
restraining order dissolved, and then
there would be no barrier to prevent
hint bitterly prosecuting in the state
circuit court the suit to compel the
company to move its business out of
this comminity.
Terrell Wins gait.
The jury gave a verdict, in favor Of
Policeman Thad Terrell Is the suit
fled against him by Wm. Foster for
$5,000 damages The day after last
Christmas Foster was at Ninth and
aVaehingten street talking in very in-
cendiary manner, so it Is claimed, urg-
ing that the negroes of this place
kill off the white people on account
of John Tice. the negro railroad
crossing watchman at Eleventh and
Broadway, being dead as result of a
bullet wound he sent into his own
body to prevent arrest as result of
the exciting incident occuring when
Tice would nen come down out of
his towerhouse into which hundreds
of ballets were poured at him. Offi-
cer Terrell ̀ wag standing close to
Foster when the latter was making h's
talk, and Mr. Terrell put the darky
under arrest. Foster rebelled and
had to be beaten into submission. He
sued for $5,00o damages, but got
nothing Mark Worten represented
the negro who lost.
A continuance was given the suit
of Minnie Tice, negress, ogainst Pa-
trolman Aaron Hurley for $5,000 dam-
age- The woman claimed she was
wrongfully arrested the day her hus-
band, John Tice, was fatally shot at
the Eleventh and Broadway cross-
-hag affair.
This Tice woman yesterday made a
motion askine, for a new trial of her
other suit against Officer Hurley. and
in wale* litigation she asked for $10,-
sou damages, on the ground that the
toilet from Officer Hurley's gun was
the one that caused the death of her
husband. Officer Hurley won the ac-
tion on trial Tuesday, and now the
w( man wants new trial, but the court
ins not yet passed on the request.
Worten represents this negress in
her actions also.
Judgement Against Rehkopf.
Judgement for $5,000 was given the
First National Bank of Marion, Ill.,
against the E. Rehkopf Soddlery Com-
pany, that being the amount of money
the Paducah firm borrowed from the
bank The judgment was in the na-
ture of an agreed order.
In the suit of the American-German
Sat:local Rank and others to force E.
Rehlropf individually into bank-
ruptcy, the lawyers on both sides
agreed that the jury be waived and
no treat given the litigation here, but
that Judge Evans carry the matter
back to Louisville, where he will de-
cide it on briefs to be supplied him
by the lawyers within the next six
days. Three days is given each side
for rebuttal depositions, when the
pf,,.....m41111•11Ifmmimmo
litigation now up is as regards his firm
as a corporation.
the plaintiff failing to appear
for trial, the judge instructed the
leery to
the suit of William Dudley against the
1 Illinois Central railroad.
There was dismissed without preju-
dice the suit of Clark Alexander
against the Illinois Central railroad.
The darna,te suit of J. Ratcliffe
against the Illinois Central railroad
was continued until the next spring
term of court.
A postponement until next spring
was given the suit of H. M. Ross, ad-
ministrator of R. White, against the
Illinois Central railroad. It is for
damages on account of White's death
on the road.
Rose Estate Suit Dismissed.
After the defendant had introduced
its evidence to the Jury, the plaintiff
had dismissed the action of Felix G.
Rtsdolph, administrator of the late
H A. Rose against the Interstate
Life Insurance Company. Rose dur-
ing life carried a itcyaeo life insur-
ance policy in the Interstate Company.
After Rose's death the company re-
fused to pay the amount of the pol-
ity upon the ground that when Rose
met his death he was engaged in the
unlawfill act of entering a man's pri-
.. lie iife-e and raising a disturbance.
Lese estate brought suit, the jury
was cmpaneled, and evidence taken
front defehdant'. sde, when the plain-
tiff's lawyers had the action with-
drawn on acenunt of some defects in
the petition. It will be instituted
again its a different form.
I The plaintif tasked for a new trialIn the suit If E. E. Bell against thei
Imperial Wheel Company The court
ee,erruled this mortion and plaintiff
then filed a writ of error and appealed
the matter to the United States dis-
erict circuit ccurt at Cincinnati. Bond
of $25o was given for the appeal.
,Bell rune the South Third street
spoke factory and sues the wheel corn
'early for $5,000 on the ground that the
!wheel concern violated its contract.wherein the wheel people agreed to
furnish the spoke factory so much tun
bee and the spoke people were to sup-
ply the wheel concern so many wheel
rims. Bell lost the suit on trial of
it Tuesday.
An order was lodged for filing in'
the suit of The Eaton Lumber Com-
pany against the owners of the steam
tt Charleston. It was the desire to
withdraw from the documents of the
cave a note Smith had given the loot-
ter people, but on the note not being
found, the order was held up for the
time being.
Judson Pierce Injunction.
Judge Evans continued over until
the next term of court the injunc-
tion suit the Illinois Central railroad
company has against A. J. Thompson
administrator of Judson Pierce. and
Lawyers Hendtick and Miler.
Judson Pierce got caught between
the bumpers of train in the Paducah
yards of Die Illinois Central rallroad
some years ago and wag killed. A. J.
Thompson qualified as administrator
of the estate and got Hendrick and
Miller to file a el0000 Wit in the
circuit court here against the rail-
road for damages. The suit never
came to trial as Judge Husbands,
who was then on the bench, transfer-
red the damage snit to the United
States court for trial, the judge be-
ing of the opinion that the Federal.'
missal was the only one having jur-
isdiction The ord:r trayfer-ing the
litigation to Federal coilrt was ap-
pealed from the state circuit court to
sate appellate court by the lawyers
for Pierce. The appellate bench re-
versed Judge Husbands, and ordered
the litigation transferred from Fed-
eral court haek to state tribunal. 't he
railroad lawyers then got Judge Wal-
ter Evans of the Federal tribunal to
grant a temporary injunction, re-
straining the Pierce attorneys from
further prosecuting in the state court
tht• suit for damages against the road.
This temporary order is now effec-
tive, and docketed for this time trial
of the motion to make the order per-
manent, but the judge continued this
feature over until the next term of
court.
Court Brought to Close.
Judge Evans brought the term to a
close yesterday at 5:30 o'clock and
this morning at 1:45 o'clock he, the
stenographer, Miss Horton. Marshal
long, Deputy Marshal Blades, Assist-
ant Attorney jolly and other left for
their homes in Louisville. District
Attorney DuRelle left Tuesday for
that city .
who was brought here and testified
against his ;ial Henry Davis, who got
six years in the same prison far their
counterfeiting.
Linde) Murphy, who got four
nic nibs and a ;moo fine fo- booleg-
ging, will be taken the lits ef this
seetk to Mayfield by Deputy United
States Marshal Wade Brown. NI.ii-phy
wAl serve his term in the jail at DEMOCRATIC STATE EXECU-
Mayfield, his family eesidina in that
city. The law allows the prisoners to
select what county jail they will serve
their terms pros ided the accii,ed par-,
de expenses of the deputy marshal in
taking the mast to whatever Ail he
wants to go. • .Murphy will pay the
railroad fare of himself out to May-
field, and the fire and other expen-
ses of the marshal, accordine to lipt
law.
Marshal Long na% decide,t to leave
Frank Richardson, Henry Davis aria
Wallace Woe.ford in the erienty ja.1
here for the time Icing. Al' of them
got ter:.., in A;1:1:ita pr ';co, bet
a. the railroads all over the South ire
CANVASS WHERE DID YOU BUI
COMPLETED  YOUR  _PIANO? 
TIVE COMMITTEE HAS FIN-
ISHED COUNTING VOTE&
154,081 Democa rats Participated in
Primary - Candidates Get
Back $3,344.62.
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 20.-The De-
mocratic State Fxecutive committee
in session here today canvassed the
returns from the primary election held
throughout the state on November 6
last and declared the nominees.
Democratic Note!' to the numbei
154,081 participated in the primary
torn up on account of the numerous election. Their votes were distributed
washouts caused by the heavy raire. and nominees selected as follows:
the marshal does not want to start For United States Senator-J. C. W.
his deputies towards Atlanta with the Beckham 82,599; James B. McCreary
prisoners until the railroads get their 71482. Beckham's majority 11,117.
Fore Governor-S. W. Hager 86,-
115; N. B. Hays 55,233. Hager's ins-'
e•rity 30032.
For Attorney General-John K. immow
Hendrick 69,378; Jenard Carter 35,827.
Hendrick's majority 33,551.
For Superintcndent of Public In-• Handsome Silverwarestruction-M. O. Winfrey 56065; E.
A. Gullicen $50491. Winfrey'. ma- TO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS Al4D DIRSIGNS
jority 5,574.
For Commissioner of Agriculture-
J W. Newman 540072; R. C. Crest.





86,274.For State Auditor-Henry M. 
For Secretary of State-Hubert
Vreeland 83,251
For . Treasurer-Ruby Laffoon
81,643.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals-
John B. Chenault 85,416.
Vote By C.ongressioesel Districts.
The vote by congressional districts
s as follows:
Beck- W-
ham. Creary Hager Hays
First Dist.. 7,221 6,170 6027 setaie
Second dist. 6,000 6.277
Third dist 7,94.4 4,926
4,986
Fifth dist... Seto 10,887
Sixth dist.. 6,tot 7,862
Sete dist ... 8,550 8.741 9.469 6-438
Eighth dist 4,966 8,743 6469 5,876
Ninth dist.. eieset e8t2 9,7t6 4,308
Tenth dist. .10,078 5,3512 11,130 .3.496





Jamacia Also Reported to Be Included
In Negotiations for
Exchange.
London, Nov. 21.-A dicker be-
tween the United States and Great
Britain for the exchange of the Phil-
ippine Islands for Newfoundland and
Jamaica is on, according to reports
c.urent 'in diplomatic circles.
Informal negotiatIonsfor the ex-
change have olready begun, accord-
ing to this reprt. It is impossible to
officially verify the rumors but the
story comes from a high diplomatic
source.
The initial suggestion came from
ngland, and the United States gov-
ernment showed "willingness to dis
cuss the proposal, admitting that it
weuld rather have colonies in the
western hemisphere than cling to the
It was pointed out that such an ex-
change would be impossible unless the
reople of Jamaica and Newfoundland
agree.
It is believed Jamaca would accept
the change, but a hitch might occur
when Newfoundland's consent was
sought It is also likely that Canada
would object to England allowing
ethe United' States t secure territory
welch she believe% shoeld he part of
the dasalmics.
These are the chief objections to the




Albany, M Y., Nv. 21 -The New
/York County Republican Committee
today certified to the secretary of
state that it received $ito,z13,74, and
spent $10373270 durIng. the recent
campaignT Among the contributors
were- John II. Rockefeller. Jaz.. $2oo;
John Pacob Astor, J Pferpont Mor-
gan, Cornelius Vanderbilt and Geo.
W. Perkins each Vivo; The Repub
lican State Committee, $40,000; Mor-
ris K. Jessup. $70o; John E Talmage,
$1,500; Robert T. Oliver, $1,25o; E. H.
Gary. $1.000; John S. Kennedy, $1,-
too: M. Guggenheim's Sons. $t,croia;
Brown Brothers & Company. $1,000;
James R. Ford, $2.5oo; John Spever.
$1,000; J. & W. Seligman & Company,
$reeoo; William N. Cohen. $1,75o; M.
R Brown $t.000; Ott T
$2,500: T. H. TT Rabork, V,cioo; Chas.
H. Sherrill, $t,000; Ladenburg Thal-
man & Company $Looce $1 ono: "Un-
known," $2,500. This official report
does not 'include the contributions to
the state committee. Judge Gary is
head of the steel trust. Yotineigni R. o eke 
feller is a Standard Oil 
offri
Mor-
gan and his partner. Perkins, con-
trol a dozen trusts, and practically all
of the other heavy contributors are
best known for their trust affiliations.
HANNAH ELIAS WINS
SUIT; GETS $684,829
Court of Appeals Affirms Decision of
Lower Tribunal in Noted Case.
, Albany, N. Y., Nov. 2I-The court
of appeals today affirmed the judg-
ment, with costs, of the appellate divis
ion of the supreme court in the case
of Hannah Elias against John R.
Platt, a New York millionaire, involv-
ne $64829. By the decision the ne-
gress is permitted to keep the fortune
given her by Platt. Platt said at the
trial ,that twenty years ago he, met
the w'omaii, then a girl of sixteen.
Eleven years later, he said, he answer-
ed an advertisement for massage. He
found the advertiser was the Elias wo-
man. After this second meeting, re 
said, they had seen each other -often.
He gave her money to start a board-
ing house, bought property for her,
gave her the house in Central Park
and contributed large sums to her
tank account.
f arm
A Halo Would Do IOW.
(St. Ueda RepubSa.)
The Carnegie medal for liarailtus
judge then decides whether Mr. Re- Guard W. J. Nye, of the Atlanta might be given the St. Ludt Mu
blropf personally shall be forced into Ga. penitentiary has returned there whose wife heed to Rat quifrel
bankruptcy. The other hankraffeYw;th Curti! Toortat, the countertefter out of him after fifteen jeanol ham-





Thy M ake Then.
W. T. Miller:
Selected This
i:e and His Brother Have a Large New Stook at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
Fourth dist.to,574
Totals 82.599 71.482 86,115 5.5,233
Expenses Below Estimate.
The expense of conducting the pri-
mary election was $26,007.23 It was,
estimate beforehaed that it would cost
above $30,o0o, and the candidates ware
assessed the sum of $33,,ro This
leaves to be refunded to the candi-
dates $3,344.62. The committee today
decided that $5oo of this money
should be held by the mobeommittes
to meet any bills which may later be
presented, and that the remainder
should be at once prorated to the can-
didates.
T cawhe most C°111.efamous. Dec7emetn 
1910.
eta though not the largest anti mod
brilliant, will again be visible in Tore.
This is Halley's comet so called from
its identification by the great astron-
omer who was the friend of Sr
Isaac Newton. Halley's investigations
of astronomical :ecords led hm to as-
sert that the comet which he had ob-
served in 1862 had appeared in 15,31
and 1607, and to predict its reappear-
ance in 1799. The fulfillment of bb
prophecy excited the most intern*
scientific inters' and cstablished be-
yond doubt the periodity of comets
and their movements in orbits deter-
mined by the law of gravitation, says
a writer in Leslie's Weekly. Its last
appearance was in 1835, its period
varying between seventy-five and sev-
enty-six years on account of the per-
turbine attractions of Jupiter and Sat-




7.542 7.589 NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
6,295 6,710 OUR GOODS ARE NEW-UP TO DATE-SOMETHING
IN SERVING SPOONS, FORKS, POONS, FISH KNIVES, DISH-ES, ETC.
ILLINOIS CEN.I.RAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN
Mexico City, Mex.-American Pub-
lic Health association Dates of sale.
Nov. 22 10 28, 1906. inclusive; return
limit 6o days from date of sale. Stop-
overs going and returning at ponits,
as are authorized on winter teuristi
tickets. Round trip rate $52.
Kansas City. Mo.-Trans-Mississire
pi congress. Dates of sale, Nov. -8 Old Phone 498
to 21, 1906. inclusive; retnrn relit pAiDucAK
Nov. A. roo6. By depositing ticket
and paying fee of $t an extension may
he had to Dec. I 8, too& Round trip
rate $14.80.
WEDDING GIFTS0
Mii•SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LL




Will trat scintifically with the lat-
est improved intsruments and up to
date treatment all diseases of domes-
icated animals,
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT-
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offics Thompson Transfer Co., Both
THAT WILL PLEASE-BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
1 .
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. L WANNE10)I' JEWELER &OPTICIAN
ity Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND FMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
Office and residen,ce 213 South 3rd Street'






Edison and Victor Phonegraphs
and a General Supply of music
on hand. If you want to buy,
it wM pay you to call and see
OUT 111/OCk.
f
" , • MI
I .11.i
fireietala
Look out for our Holliday
goods. Attractive Prices and a
present for everybody.









Red; New Phone ,
KERTLICKT.
Excursh)11:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company-the cheapest and be.









Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building




8,00 For the Round Trig tiTennessee riper & rote
It is a trip of pleasure, comfoa
and rest; good service, good tab&
good roams, etc. Boats leave cacti
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. at
For other information apply to Jas
Koger, superintendent; Frank 13
Brown, agent.
Ors:Childress
EYE, EAR, NO= ANTI
THROAT
Olhce and libmidence. Roonu 3 MS 14
Ctilinnbis Baniang.
Pb°110 IIEP*076..Rerldence Phone rm. e
buorasee. Corporation and I





At Register Building, 523 Broadway
IAMES E. WILHELM, President
iOHN WILHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary
Entered at the Postoffice of Paadu-
cals. Ky.. as aecond-clasa mail matter.
On Year  $SA,
Six Monfra  2-30
- Threeillionths  Las
One Weak  Jo
A1yoce fauing to receive this paper
y should report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tele
ph one' Cumberland 318.
Thursday Morning November 22, !gal
Those Worten Suits.
The City of Paducah is to be con-
gratulated over the verdicts rendered
jr the United States court in favor of
r atrolmen Hurley and Terrell in
whch those efficient police offices
were sued by two negroes through J.
Mark Wortsn for $to,000 each. The
Putt against Officer Hurley was for
the part he took in the battle that
occurred between the officers and a
isegro named Tice at the crossing of
the Illinois Central railway and
Broadway last Christmas day Tice
'watt said to have been drunk and
when officers went to arrest him he
barricaded h .nself in the tower and
opened fire on the officers. He was
riddled with shot and died that nigh
at the hospital. Mork Worten then
brought snit for Tice's widow against
Officer Hurley in the Federal court
and the juts' promptly returned a
verdict in Hurley's favor.
• Officer Teriell on Christmasday,
was compelled to knock another ne-
gro in the head who was making
threats and incendiary •alk, as a re-
sult of the T•ce affair, and through
this same lawyer, Mark Worten, Offi-
cer Terrell was sued for $moot) in
the Federal mete and the juip.istes-
tcrday also returned a verdict io (awer
of the policeira5, There, never was
an) good groun4s for bringing those
scuts, and they are but the last ones of
• series of damage snits brought by
Worten against various police offi-
cers in this city during the past year
or two, every one of which, how-
ever, he lost, and he should have lost
all such cases.
The public needs the .services of
the police but ever since Worten be-
gan instituting 'suits against them
for negroes a•-ei others who had been
arrested, it had a tendency to destroy
the efficiency of the police. They be-
came somewhat demoralized and were
intimidated, fearing to take any
ehandes at times in making arrests
and as a consequence the peace of
the community suffered.
The gensral public may not fully
appreciate the :mposition on the po-
lice officers the bringing of those
suits until they are apprised of the
animus back of * all. WorteP brought
Snout 70 outs against the city for
ex-chain gang prisoners for $to,000
each, or about $700,00e in all, a sum
that would have bankrupted the city
to pay and made a gr.evous burden on
the tax payers. and this too following
on the heels of hfark Worten going
cut of office as city solicitor. where
for two years he was supposed to be
the city's legal adviser. When those
suits were instituted the police be-
gan to gather evidence for the city.
and many of them were not--back-
ward in denouncing Wortee for en-
gaging in the wholesale businc-ss of
procuring snits against the tax payers
whom he had just served, and, who
by the way, was the only lawyer in
Paducah to bring such questionable
Suits against the city, every single one
of which he lost, Worten turned on
the police and pursued the vindictive
policy of bringing suits against eight
of ter of the police officers on flimsy
pretexts, but happily the courts de-
cided the cases in the officers' favor—
a most stinging and well deserved re-
beke to a man who achieved so much
unenviable notoriety. But this did not
lessfri the harden on the police offl,
tem Worten being a lawyer it did
ten coat hiln ailythingt to bring the
sults, and his clients, as a rule were of
a class that one coul ienot make a
cent off of them, so i „police offi-
cers had to pay hundred ofdollars
it: lawyers' fees to defend the suits
and some of the court costs besides.
Worten knew this when heitwought
the suits and if it ,was revenge that
he was after he certainly got it and
also much notoriety.
Worten vented his spleen against
e
The Register for denouncing his suits
against the city, by bringing three
suits against it in another county, one
for $5,000, one for Sio,000 and one for
$25,000, but they will be finally eet-
tled like the others he brought. One
of them we won and the others ap-
pealed. Only two weeks ago the jury
lacked but one man of giving judg-
such a condition of affairs ever ex-
pense incurred by us, a5d the case
will bestried aga;n in January.
We doubt if there is onother
in the United States in which




isted or wheer a bar association suf-
fered such outrages on a community
as has been shown was the case in
many of the suits brought by J. Mark
Worten. That lie ha. reaped :he log-
ical reward of his own acts in quite
ratural. He went into the business
with his eyes wide open and in the
face of the %%timing 'of his friends.
Having lost, he no doubt feels humil-
iated, but that does not lessen public
'opinion. Think of the htuxlreds ofI
dollars that he cost the police officers
land others ,o defend the suits against
!them, and of the cost of nearly a
thousand dollars to the city for costsI
and expenses in the fe or 70 suits
agat it l' did not cost Mark Wor-
ten anything in money to bring those
salts, but it cost others like fury to
defend them. There is a law in this
state that where a lawyer brings a. .
putt where he has no probable cause
;that the entire expense may be re-
covered from h.m. And where a law-
yer advises, counsels or brings such
'suits he should be made to pay everyI
ciollar that it cost the defendants to
defend such suits.
The little ety ot Murray is going in
for municipal ownership of ? water-
and light plan:. According to the
Culloway Tear.' the em tract has been
let for the plans. That paper says.
i "Mr. Sheffold. an old contractor of
iNew Albany, Ind , has been award-
•cd the contract, by the city coun-
Li% to draw up plans and specifica-
itions.for the eatcrworks and electric1.ght plant. after the completion of
'winch bids will be received for the es-
tablishment of the plant.
I "Mr. Sheffold has put in plants for a
larger number of cities both North
and South, and has reputation of know
hig just horn to du the work "
Shariug The Profits.
The Chicago Examiner is on' the
r:ght track when it demands that the
public shares in the profits. of the tele-
phone companies that seek to do bus-
mess in that city, as well as to exact
a bonurfor the franchise. The Ex-
aminer says:
1 A joint debate between the two
rival telephone companies goes meth
!rib. on. Each one claims to find
'jokers in the other's ordinance. One
.is a telephone company in fact -with
la dying franchise. The other is a
Ricci rine e .11 prom -c. hecktu
by responsible parties.
I Both companies balked yeeterday,
erben an effort was made to insert a
'clause on municipal ownership.
I The Chicago company offers 3 per
cent of the GROSS RECEIPTS OF
THE BUSINESS IN CHICAGO.
The Manufacturers' Company offers
one-quarter of the net profits.
I Three per cent of the gross re-
ceipts with the City of Chicago would
he 3 per cent of an intangible
amount.- "
It .might be a good plan for the city
council committee to draft an ordi-
nance with the assistance of the cor-
poration counsel. In that ordinance
rates could be established and the
rite of compensation the city will ex-
ect could be placed.
t Then the companies might be ask-
ed how much of a bonus they would
pay for the enjoyment of the rights
this ordinance gives.
. The people of Chicago Are interest-
et' in three things—definite rates
cheap rates and good service. The
City of Chicago is interested In the
matter of revenue for the mainten-
ance of the city.
A great telephone system exists be-
cause of the density of the city's popu-
lation. Therefore a great telephone
system should pay a good revenue for
right ,to do business.
Ttlepholles. telegfaph lines. street
'railways, gas and other elicit corn
 _WINIMINIMMMIWWW111.abee'
panics should pay the greater parteoi
a city's evpenses. As It is now thy
:pay very little and the owner of the
'real estate and the men who rent his
real estate from him pay practically
all.
A corporation with a capital of Sm.-
oco,o4, with tracks or houses or ap-
parata worth $io,000,000, will pay a
tax on $2,003,000 or $3,000,000, but let
a building or a piece of real estate
held by a private person or even by a
holding company worth Sloosoo,000
pay taxes on $54,000,000 and the own
ers of that real estate are denounced
as taxdodgers from one end of the
city to the other, whereas the owner
of the corporatin with $to,000,000
stock dodges wlthone a•Orossist.
Building Conlvaissioneti Bjeiten.C;f
Chicago has _glade the opea..charge
that graft prevails in the general
council of that city, and is urging the
mayor to hurry up the corporation
inquiry. He says "I'll prove graft in
-the council." Bartzen is one of the
most active officials in Chicago. He
made war on the bill boards and hang-
ing signs in that city and was suc-
cessful. Now he says many of the. sky
acrapers are out of ptuinh and there-
fcre dangeroue Ever since his ap-
pointment he has kept things mos ng
and now he has tackled the city coin-
c.
-
The American Sugar Refining Com-
pany has been convicted of rebating,
and fined $40,00o The eviden
was furnished by William R Hearst,
and yet some people are disposed toi
Sneer at the Work. being done by ste.
Hearst and his newspapers for the
piople of this country. !et Mr.
Hearst's critics point out any other
man of wealth who is using it in
i ghting the battles of the people.
THINKS WE WILL
FIGHT JAPAN
Paris Newspaper Argues That Fat*
Has Decreed the War.
Pans, Nov I.—Although the
Paris uewspaper.; even those that are
unwilling to recognize beneficence to-
•sard the world in general in the An-
glo-French aUiancc, speak in a friend-
ly manner toward America, there are
-ome journals that believe Japan and
America are bound to fight soon and
that appear eager to keep the subject
before their readers.
The Echo de Paris says that Japan's
next war will be with America and
while the governments desire peace.
it is impossible tc eradicate America's
aversion to the yellow raee, which. the
Echo says, is both instinctive and
rational. To sho A Japan's feelings,
and with the posr;ble implication that
war is not so fa: off as some think.
the Echo digs up a Japanese review
which says that the Panama Canal
will quadruple the danger to Japan.
The Echo says that fate has decreed
a war and that the geographical pori-
tions of the two countries their
commercial rivalry can only result in
a dash of arms.
SILK STOCKINGS IN SUGAR
BOWL AROUSES HUS3AND
Milwaukee Man Testifies Rich Man
Gave Them to His Wife.
Mileaukee. Wis., Nov. 21.--4ieurge
W. Dalton testified today that Albert
Heinemann, president of th George
Heinemann Manufacturing com-
pany. took Mrs. Dalton to the fmpire
restaurant, and there gave her three
pairs of silk stockings. which :he
hid in the sugar bowl at home, and
which he subsequently found. The
statement was made in the- cirfr,.•
the examination of Mee. Daiton in COD
ft•nn rrIndensz • suit
brought against Heinemann on allege-
tions that he alienated the affection'
of Zayda G. Dalton. his wife. Dal-
ton alleges his wife met Heinemann
at a dancing party at the Deutcher
club in February, 1932, where a dinner
was arranged for a fortnight later at
the Calumet club, lie testified his
wife told him she was going to a lit-
tle card party at he Aberdeen Hotel.
"She wanted me to go ai mg," sahi
Dalton, "1 didn't go. Some ere had to
take care of the boy."
Dalton testified that his wife came
home about 12 o'clock from the din-
ner party, and that he looked out cef
the window .o see who brought -her
home.
Cargo of Dried Flies.
out of the etrangest cargoes ever
carried consisted of several tons of
dried flies. whisil arrived in London
the other day from Brazil They were
mixed with meal and make fine food
for cbickers. They bring 16 cents
a pound, and there are about 16
pounds to the bushel. The importers
used to get only TO cents a pound,
but the demand has increased great-
ly —Kansas City Journal.
What a Stingy Town Detroit Is!
(Minneapolis JournaL)
Detroit does not yet see its wai
clear to make the street car com-
pany a present ot something like
Stors000 annually.
BEITH WOMEN'S Mid
CAR SERVICE W GATHERING
ra,EST END RESIDENTS RAIS- MJF.ETING HELD TOMORROW
ING HOWL ABOUT LONG AFTERNOON AT THE PAL-
WAITS ON CARS. MER PARLORS.
Petition General Manager For Better- Miss Drucillx Hand and Mr. Fred
ment of Conditions, and if Refus- Hasanum Were Married yesterday
ed Will Appeal tp Council. —Other Social Allah-2.
The residents of West Jefferson and
abutting streets in the 'West End,
yesterday filed a petition with Gen-
eral Manager Johns alleecter of the
traction company urging that the
cars be run out to Twenty-fifth street,
which is the citylimits, on Jefferson
street. At present the cars go on to
die park every forty minutes, the
'through car" being every other car,
while the "short gm" car goes only
tr. Seventeenth street, which is a
block only beyond Fountain avenue.
During the, lainy weather er cold
period this causes the people of that
vicinity to have a long and wiele•s
wait beyond Seventeenth street, as
only every other car comes out on
the other side of that place. The peti-
tioners want the -short line" car to
come on out to the limits and the
names of seventy-five West End res-
idents were attached to the document
going before the general manager yes
terday.
1 The aVoinee's Club will meet in the
dining room of The P.altner hotel atA
2:30 o'clock tomorrow al:colon. At
this gathering the nominating corn:
mittee will hand in the names of the
ladies it has chosen to nominate or
the other offices that are to be fill-
ed. The proper committee will also
report on the by-law; and constite
tion.
I One of Series.This afternoon Mrs. Samuel H.
Winstead, of Sevenh and Washing-
ton street is ill entertain cempliment
ary to Mrs Maurice Nash. Jr.. and
Mrs. Wm. Oregon Bonnie of Louis-
ville, who .ire the guests of Mrs
David I Van Culin of South Sixth
street.
1 Yesterday afternoon Mrs. Henry F
Thompson of South Sixth street. en-
tertained complimentary to ;he same
late..
The howls have been loud and long Married Yesterday.
for better service out that 1%4), but Miss Sallie Quarhs of Maxon's Mill,
the people say it is not forthconeing, this county, and Mr Charles Majors
oespite the fact that the company of Christian county, marred yester-
constantly blates about its "better- day at the bride's home, and *tamed-
ment" of things Man of the rest- iately paseed through here en route
• .
dent. of West End state if the com-
pany does not give them better set-
vie, :hey will lay the matter br.fore
er• city legislative author -ties and -et.
if it cannot be compelled
PASTOR SAVES BRIDE
AT ALTAR.
Recognises Bridegroom and Accuses
Him of Past Escapades.
Lioesalle. la , Sole, at.-- ' tity wed-
ding guests a ho Lad astern% ed at the
home of George H. Dicker- .n to wit-
nes. the marriage of his daughter
Blanche. to J. M. Dempsey a travel-
ing man of St Louis, a cre dum-
founded to hear the Rev. Charles B.
Tanquery tell the bride th .t tl.c man
upon whose arm sloe learned had de-
ceived her concerning hie east life
Convinced by the straio.itforward-
nevi . f the minister's st.wy, Miss
i Inckso I told the bridegroo n that she
I rend(' i-ot marry him and, Lidding the
eneste adieu, hastened to her room.
i Dempsey immediately !eh town
i The Rev Mr. Tareenery had not
.euti the man not] he alms ared at the
insiotage altar when lo. re • ignized in
him a man will had been expelled
froei the minist•.- ef the Methodist
Episcopal Church S.uth. for anI
.'Home°. y esc.o.iat, with a woman,
number of tl.e ei,i—cls. To prove that
1
he bs:Ii t18.1 mi.. thee. the Rev. Mr.
Tanen' :-.- asked ior and receissed tele-
graphi• confirm:v, al of Ins discovery
: from .' e Rev. hr. T. F. Sharp a pre-




Secretary Taft to Await Advice* from
President Beihre Mustering Out
More Colored Troops.
Washington. N at.— Acting un-
der orders of Seer, tary 1 :ft. Major
General Ainsw.wth, mil iry secre-
tary. has directed that Hrther dis-
charges of the men of the :hree negro
companies of the Tivent)- lifth Infan-
toe on account of t.he slooting at
Brownsville. Tex . be swot' nded pend-
ing further orders. The action, it is
stated, is in order to await the return
of Secretary Tah to Washington to-
day. and is pending further advice'
from President Roosevelt, who T•as
been communiceeel with on the sub-
ject.
The war depiatrnent has been de-
luged with proteets against the order
directing the discharge of the three
companies. It is ieported that a fur-
ther investigation will be made and
that certain officer: may be called on
for an explansa5ion in connection with
the MuretTlell(S of these men at the




'for near Hopkinsville to lire he
l
bride is a beautiful girl who comes of
a well known family of the meal dis-
trict
I Quiet ileptiada.Miss Drucilla Hand and Mr. Fred
itassmaa were quietly married yes-
terday morning at q o'clock by Rev1
Fatter Jansen at the St. Frances de
Sales parsonage. The couple immed-
for Chicago on their bridal
on their return will reside
LI 14311 West Broadway
The couple are among she best
known young people of this city, the
bride being a most beautiful and cid
owed young lady. endowed with rare,
sweetness of disposition and winsome
manners. She is the oldest daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hand or Woe
Broadway. and exceedingly p..pular
w ith all.
The groom is the sterling young at-
tache of the Floareoy Brothers* Com.
nuesion house on North First street,
l and is a c•ingenial and bright youna
man who stands well with all, social))
eed commercial!)
! Entertain this Evening.
i This evening Mr and Mrs Ilnb-
hard Wells of the Empire flats, Sev-
enth and Broadway, e ittertain compli-
mentary to Mr. Anti Mrs. Maurice
Nash. Jr_ and Mrs. Wm. Oregon
Bonnie of Lou...vine, who are gtie.ts
of Mr and Mts thrift L. Van Cohn
Outsiders Marry Here.
Mts., Birdie Doom. and Mr. Robert
Steele of lulu, Ky . were married
here yesterday in the parlor!' of the
New Richtrvind hotel by Rev J. R.
Nelson of Big Sandy, Tenn. Mist;
Nannie Savaee and Mr John jeilineott
,. hike accempaehil them here.i
1
' DO YOU TRANSPiRIC?
NO; Sao PLEASE!
Poorly-Paid College Professors.
The bitter cry of the ill-paid col-
lege profesor is filling the land. In
report after report of university pres-
idents the unhappy lot of the occu-
pants of professoriat chairs, who have
been compelled to see the bills of
prosperity go ne mounting while sal-
odes remain stationary, has been pic-
tured and Appeals for relief made to
generous alumi. From the point of
view of organized labor, the cause of
the trouble is as clear as the rem*
is simple College professors have
no unions. They neither keep down
the number of apprentices nor shut
out "scab" competitors. We some-
time; hear of college students going
on strikes—for this is what a "student
rebellion" really is—but time bar
le.-oleisor, en small waveis
never nail up the recitation rooms or
:mach the windows of the college
treasem.—Ssittriley Freeing Post.
Police Uncover Newest Confidence
Game, in Which Winnings
Hang cn One Word.
De you transpire?
The question sounds silly. but if
you don't watch out the answer may
cost you tele.
Among other things it means to
perspire. and th-reo is where the con-
fidence men found their bonanza.
Lieut. Max Danner of the West
North avenue i obee •tation exposed f
the swindle, and inquiry revealed that
complaints have been received at al-
most every police station in Chicago.,
Here is now the game is worked: 1
A party of urn, usually three, f e-l
quent dance halls, bowling alleys. - I
hard halls or any other places wile
exercise is indulged in 'o the extent
that participants perspire. t
One —of the "steerers" mops his
brow vigorously and cries: I
"My, how I'm transpiring!" i
"Transpiring? You mean perspir-
ing" rejoins One. of his companions.
,
"NO, I mean transpiring." ancwerc.
the first. vehemently. .
"Why. Iranspirehmeans to happen
—to occur." ha); S No. 2. i
"That may be, but it means to sweat
also." says No. t.
"I'll leave it to this gentleman,"
says one of the contenders, and some
one who- has overheard the contro-
versy is dragged in. In almost every
instance the innocent bystander is
certain that the word does not mean
to perspire, and says so so positively
that he is willing to back his verdict
with a bet, which the "steerer" pro-
poses as soon as the decision is reach-
ed. .
That is whese the third man en-
ters. lie remembers that he has a
pocket Webster dictiouary, which be




REFEREE BAODY TAKES THAT




JUDGE NUNN 111 114 Tonizasat
BEING TREATED FOR MS
POOR HEALTH.
i a
Court of Avows ,s Conlbrusiti limoJadensaut (liven bliss Bads Ambit
Phillips and Wallace.
This niortiiiii; Referee Bagby of the
bankrupt court will hear more evi-
dence and arguments upon the excep-
tions filed by creditors to the claim
of R. J. Barber, who puts in a bill of .
$500 Sor services as assignee of the
E. Rehkopt Saddlery company before
this corporation yea, forced into bank-
ruptcy, his claim comes up is the
bankruptcy proceedings, ad the credi-
tors are protesting at this sum being
allowed the assignee. The Tehran
will this morning also take up the M.
•ceptions creditors put in In the claim
of $1,000 Attorney -Dennis Mocauot
put in for legal .-ervices rendered in
the litigation.
Tomorrow mesepigg Referee Rae*
resumes the persibitial ezanination of
President Rebiropf of the coalman
and a hich examieation eas adjourned
over from last sick until tomorrowon account of time referee being bowtl.e first f this week with the MaidStates court, wn:ch only came tn .a
close yesterday.
Apr/lift jiIIS6
intlur Thomas Nunn of the ap-
pellVe court at Fiankf .rt has gone to
Red Bt.:ling Sprit's'. Tenn.. for a
course of treatment, being a sufferer
from gall stones. His private secre-
tary, Attorney Alf Hendrick, arrived
here yesterday and expects to remain
until about the ti7-111 oi next year. as
it will he unty, then before Judge
Nunn can reoirte his place on the
bench, judging from pre.ent condi-
tions
Closed for Rant.
Yesterday C....stable James Flour-
roy closed the Sears and Saceney
saloon at Third Lnd Norton •treet
upon a distress warrant gotten oat in
Justice Emery's comet. and which
document alarmed the proprietors




W.,rd ir.eu :-.-ankiort shoe.. -hat
the appellate Court confirmed the Solo
oidionsi t riven in the local circuit
court te \Pis Raeh against Robert
Phillips and George C Wal: The
young woman wts employed at the
knitting mills mi Seventh and Jones
streets. the plant rug lion operated -under !case by Phillips on-I ‘Vallace.
She was injured :bout tbs. machinery
and broegtht out for damages, getting
Ssoo.n hich was confirmed by the'
court of appeals where defendants car-
ried the litigation.
CUBANS WANT Tn BE RULED
Commercial Interests Plan to Con-
tinue Ameri, -n Protectorate.
New Vort. 21.---Capt Ca 4-
-.4 Conk a lawyer, whet says he has
been retained by Cubans in this city,
ha" made kuown the details of a plan
II) which, he asserts, certain powerful .
interests seek ts bring abom an (Attn.
%ion of the Ant -realm protectorate in
Cuba. Ile eai I that the liberlae and
moderate: in the Cuban congress
were getting together for this purpose
and working with representatives of
foreign capital. -
According t6 Capt. Cook. who gain-
ed his rniXtary title by services in
an Ohio reshneet in the Cuban cam-
paign, much preliminary sikrt Sie
ready has been made in Cuba. A care
(iii canvass has been inntle of the
property owneee merchants and pro-
fessional us en. - with the result that
$5s per cent of them have temp:sett
themselves in fevor of the continu-
ance of the protectorate to insure sta-
bility and safety in commercial :Sairc.
Havana, Nov. It.—Gov. iagom.n
is making streanous efforts to 4'.
cover the arms which the Violinitter
forces of the latr government' failedto surrender. it I:: known that thou-
sands of volineeers succeeded in se-
creting (heir arias and it is for these
that diligent ..earch is being made.
The American officer succeeded dur-
ing the la•t less' days in recovering T.-
200 government rides and it is be-
lieved that the search will result infinding many hundred more.

































TOO BAD IF YOU-


















Thii we4 will be the great week of our
Great November Sale
Your Opportunity for money saving centers at Harbour's. People who depead upon this store get the maximum of quality at
the minimum of cost. We are proving-this to hundreds of new customers every week. We want to prove it to you this week.
Join the ever-increasing army of intelligent people who pin their faith to this store. We are now selling thousands of dollar'sworth of merchandise in each one of our big departments at less than a fair price.
STYLISH MILLINERY. and a wealth of choice in other fab- inches long at a snacial price that en
. ries all at special prices this week. atles us to offer:Fashionable Hats, stylish beauties,
,alues decidedly out of the ordinary, .at.so Plaids at $t oo a yard.on special :his week. 11.75 Plaids at $1.23 a yard.
HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR Rich Broadcloths at 79c, 89c and
Remarkable good values, the b osa a yard worth from $1 .00 to S!35est
can find to sell at reasonable and
p pular prices. We believe that on
,avestigation and comparison you
,•11: buy here because of the extra
)ard.
ANOTHER GREAT WEEK OF
WOMEN'S COAT SELLING.
A wide variety in prices down to
quality wi• give at each price !'o and up.
An $29 to $35 Coats will be on sale
A GREAT SALE OF NEW FINE at fis5 each.
ATTRACTIVE DRESS GOODS We struck one m uvula:Baer who
! ..shionable plads rich broadcloths made us some Tan Melton Coati 45
35 coats at $4.50 cwt.
4c Coats at $5.on each.
25 Castor Kersey.; a-, $1,51.
Very special and extraordinary
Coat bargains will be on sale in
blacks, m'xtures, castor, etc.. at $5.5o
S7.5o, $85'), .1' ro, $tr, $12, '413, $t5, ani
sit: each.
WOMEN'S RAINCOATS.
Smart individual styles with







blacks, grays, blues, browns and
fancy mixtures on special sale this
week at $5 oo each.
WOMEN'S TAILORED SUITS
Such variety of styles, f fabrics
aro! of prices, that you c: n certainly
satisfy both taste and purse. Very ex-
ceptional values at $1o, $12, $15, $18
and $ao each
SHOES.
One of the largest and hest stocks
of shoes in the city.
Men's, boys', women's, children's
:.nd infants
Every price means imu• :al monel
saving. Many of them cannot be
rebought fog the prices we are now
seli•ng thtm.
Reliable shoes for men at $1; so to
$5.co a pair.
Reliable shoes for women at $1.25
ti: $400 a pa;-
SUIT DEPARTMENT.
A great November bargain sale of
Men's and Boys' Suits, Furnishings.
etc.
- We have prepared for outfiting
more men and boys than ever before
We are winning laurels. We are
learning this not only from our own
;investigation but from thse who shop
around and end by buying here.
Harbour's Department Store NOTRH THIRD STREETHalf Square From Broadway
; T FINE GAMES 'RAIN KING
a 
• OF FOOT BALL STILL REIGNS
4
THIS AFTERNOON THE MAY. FARMING LAND AROUND
FIELD CLUB PLAYS THE HERE IS SUBMERGED, ES
R. L. Cs PECIALLY IN BOTTOMS.
Tossorr ow At tei noon the Hoplinns.. Every Railroad Ti am n Continues Run-
ning Boys Will Play the fling Many Hours Behind the
Paducah School Club. Schedule Time.
ELECTRICAL
•
MR. DEMPSEY CAME TO REPRE-
SENT HIS HOUSE IN NEM
WORK a
Nothing at Present Known to Pre-
vent all New Lights F. an: ..:urn-
ing by Saturdz,.
A tine game of football will be Colonel Robert Noble was down at
played this afternoon at the Wallace his big farm in the country yesterday 
Expert Dempsey of the General
park baseball grounds between the and says everything is flooded every- 
Electric Company arrived here yes-
R I. C, club of this city.. and the where, the lowlands being submerged, terday from the East, and wall assist
term coming from Meyfiekl. The' s, bile the creeks have left theigSuPerintendent Kebbrer of the cot?
contest will be called at 3.45 o'clock streams and flooded the adjoin- electric light plant with the remainder
sad be umpired by Mr. Roscoe Reed' ing fields. The farmers are having of the work of putting up the aoo new
end another Both teams are ccirn-l. great trouble taking in their corn atreet corner arc liglit• bought by
posed of the finest young athletes of. under these circumstances this city from that company, and also
t respective cities and a spirited' Afternoon Train Late, installing the two new machines par-
can be expected by the public. The pas.,:nger train due in form*ape 
The line-tips are as follows St. Louis at 3 o'clock yesterday aftet-
R L. C. Line-Up—Wickliffe, cen- 1 noon was delayed on account of the
er Elliott. rig it guard; Chiles, left, :am, over in Illinois At Simpson
tiard. Hughes, right tackle; Orrne. and also at Grantsburg. Ill, the tracks
ckle, Hays, tackle; Sights, quarteri were under many inches of water
ck; Katterjohn. half-back; Norton. caused by the ra.ns flooding that por-
I back; sower. Leif back; Cobourn. tion of the country.
; Itincliffe, end t Brooks, halfback,
nley% sub. 1 
Trains Still Troubled.
yfield Line-14--Watson_ center; The trains in and out of here con-
r, right guard; Brewer, left guard; . tinued being delayed many hours, but
a, right tackle; Watkins, left the road officials are handling things
kle; Baugh, right end: Green, left, very well. considering the circum-
. Rutherford, quarter back; Ham.' stances. Waahaut after washout con-
full back; Albritton. right half;' tinues occurring and it will be some-
afford, left half, time next week, if it does not rain
School Ganse. ' any more, before things will be
Tomorrow afternoon another glint straightened out completely.
football will be played on those!
ands, it being between the high WILL CONFISCATE
4 o4-11 club of this city, and a similar' THE COAL SUPPLYnization coming from Hopkins-
This frame•rill be called at 345 Falmouth, Ky., Nov. 21 —On ac-ck also The Hopkinsville boys count of th, coal famine caused byarrive here in the morning to 'he railroad not furnishing ears forr the contest which takes the  coal dealers in the small towns,of that which could not be held
Saturday at Hoplcinsville. on ac- aPPrnach'ng cold weathec'
went over to that city for the
st but the downpour prevented
laying rrn tlee grounds.
of the raii•fall The Paducah it:le-half of the inhabitants of this
DRANTS FULL OF FISH44
I
r Park Residents Complain
They Are Too Plentiful. *
cages N' is. it. you don't
fishing is good at this time of
ar ask persidents of \ticket:
Fish are so plentiful in that
ii of the town that all the house-
have to do for their . Friday
IQ to step 002 into the street well
up a mess from the gutters.
of he citizens of Wicker park
suggested that the city ,make an
onal charge to taxpayers for
jng thetn with the commodity.
cause for the abundance of fish
t locatity is the water hydrants.
a hydrant at Leavitt and Pow-
reels was opened yesterday by
es of the city they were durn-
d to see a greot number of
fish emerge from the opening
into the gutter, whcre they
omit as contentedly as if
e in the lake.
boys of the neighborhood
themselves by f•shing in the
ith gins while others made
ed aquariums in which they
great many. Some of the
sida-mts thought the fikh
ake rood eating, so several
ere taken to the kitchen
have become so numerous
0U:ems have applied to
department for 1.elief ;rum
Aiditions.
place are out cf coal.
I They are forming an organilzationto confiscate the coal that is be-ing shipped eatly over the L. & N.
ito the large' cities. The cars will. be' sidetracked and a man appointed to
itake charge of them and see the coalweighed out and collected for and
rtuen the money over to the railroad
'agents. •The move nem has the sanction of
II the best people of the town. The three
1
dealers in town have mit a bushel • of
coal and d9 saot know when they will
get any. .
Coal Famine Pt Henderson.
Henderson, Ky., Nov. 2r.—There is
a considerable coal famine in this
territory. The price of fttel has ad-
vanced 50 C-ciits per thirty bushels
here, and there is such a eush of or-
der/, that persons have to wait four
dlyi for eirkl. One of the reasons
v;ven is that Viere is a great scarcity
of cars oh the Louisville and Nash-
sills and Illinois Central railroads.
yonr .,r,r_o_c,er.hardware dealer
or dm:Feist for .G. L. Gray Co,'s scant
destroyer.
Mrs. Frank Stockton Dead,
Washington. D C., Nov 21 —Mr5
Prank R. Stockton, widow of the no%
dist, died at her home in this els'
at totao last night.
MONEY NOTICE.
Do you want to borrow or loan
money on first real estate mortgages--
7;1 escamineci—E IT PURYEAR
AP( iii y 533 I-1 Broadway,
chased of the general electric people farmer, she raid it was a part of some
Mr. Dempsey has been detained with e of pro-of the aavingt from the sal
work at other points end could not get duce' which _she had kept in a dish in
here before tic will remain in the a closet
city a week or ten days, possibly.
i Now that the rainfalls have ceaa-
eel the electrcians at the public pow-
er house can make better headway
JACKSON'S LOSS $300.6200.
i putfing up the new arcs upon the
atreet corner+, this being impractic- I Water.
Three Railroads Tied Up by High
able as long as the downpours con-
Jackson, Tenn., Nov. 21.—For the
first time in its hittory, Jackson has
had all three of its railroads tied up
by washouts and unable to get
through. The fell of rain has been
seven inches since Friday evening I
and the Forked Deer river has brok-
en all previous high water records. 1
The Illinois Central has lost its en-
tire lower yard, known as Frogmore 1
and nearly a mile of track is washed
out and torn op, together with fifty,
Gray Co.'s soot destroyer Ask your cars partially derailed. Two big1
grocer for it. shows/. Forepaingli & Sells Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey Are tied up a few,
•
tinued. Quite a number pf new ones
were gotten up yesterday down in
the business portion of the city and
they are very satisfactory.
The other new machine is in prop-
er position at the light plant and
there is nothing seen at present to
prevent the new lights from all burn-
in tz by Saturday night.
—to cents buys a package of G. L
The Turkey.
Observe the turkey's ill-bred air,
His gobble, strut and vulgar stare.
Light-hearted folk have mocked at
But thoughtful ones are shocked at
him,
and feel with pain they must con-
clude
'Tis his intention to be rude.
—Arthur Colton in the Christmas Ev-
erybody's.
On the Other Cheek, as it Were.
(Denver Republican.)
No doubt Jimmy Hazen Hyde of
Paris looks on the election of his in-
quisitor, Charles E. Hughes, u an-
other personal affront,
cuberaiha sat- the Reiria-e•
miles south. The Moobile & Ohio
has also had a heavy washout of the
fill of its new yard and washout of
track.
The report that the Moobile &
Ohio bridge across Forked Deer river
had washed awry proved to he an er-
ror.
T.arge forces frr both roads are at
work getting the tracks in shape. Gen
rral Manaeer Taylor and Superintend-
ent Frank Clarkli of the Mobile &
Ohio are on Or.. scene. The losses
to the Mobile &. Ohio and Illinois
Central will be over $100,000.
The Nashville Chattanooga & St.
Loui sham washouts east and west of
Jackson
The county river bridges and a
number of smaller ones are gone to
the flood. The Icrea in this city will
be over $300,000.
RAT'S NEST LINED
WITH BANK BILLS sick movED Noir is the time to get a bottle co.
Ranging From One to Twenty Dollars
in Value.
..11•••••••••••
New York, Nov. 21.—WOrknlell en-
gaged in tearing down a partition
between two rooms in the farm house
of Jacob Zimmer, in Bloomfield, N. MRS. HETTIE
J.. yesterday afternoon were startled TAKEN HOME FROM RIVER-
at the sight of two tfig rats that SIDE HOSPITAL.
dashed from between the walk and
seemed about to attack them.
The men v.l.rded off the intended Mies Mayme Baierbaun Continues In-attack and t;ie rats scampered across proving at Yazoo, Miss., farm-the floor anti out of an open window ary—Injured and Ailing.followed by a shower of weapons.
Then the workmen discovered a rats
nest in a corner, and found it had Mrs. Hettie Sherrill was yesterdaybeen constructed out of bank notes ot moved from her ward in Riversidevarious deaominations The money hospital to the residence of her par-w as made .up of bills ranging from ents, Rev and Mrs Chiles of SouthSi- to $ao.land all %%ere in a badly mut: Third street. She underwent an oper-Hated coirdiKin. They were rem ation last week at the institution, andn:nts about ttso. is now sufficiently well to be takenWhen the money, or least whiit was back home
left of it, was shown to Mrs. Zimmer,
the frugal and saving wife of the Steadily Improving.
Word from hfis Mayrne Baynhami
is that she continues to steadily im- .-..ones 237. 7th and Jackson Seaprove at the N'azoo, Miss., infirmary
where she was operated on. She ex-
pects to return mere the last of next
week, and as soon as well enough, re-
sume her place as librarian of thei
Carnegie library
BACK HOMEEXPERT HERE•- Dr. Dwight'sLilyderma Cream
SHERREL Prevents and cures chapped roe.
skin. Makes the ski's soft, smote&
and white. Removes al blemish'',
caused by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving.
Leatherworker Sick,
Mr. R. M. Miles is quite ill at his
room in the St Nicholas hotel on
South Third street. He is the well
known Icatherworker of Micheal
Brothers establishme,“
Four Fingers Gone.
Lacy Hall of South Eighth street
is minas four fingers of his left hand,
they being cut off while working with
a grooving machine at the furniture
factory on Sonth Third street
Other Ailing.
Judge L. D. Husbands is quite ill
at his home on Jefferson street.
Mrs. A B Sowell continues very





' You are hereby respectfully notified
'that the last half of your City Tax
Bill Is now due. HUSK CORN TO WIN GIRL•
This friendly reminder is to guard
you against forgetfulness, and may
ssve you a Ten Per Cent pena;ty.
You are cordially tilvited to the
city treasurer's office at your earliest
convenience, that you may avoid the








A sad farewell t; summer time
Goodby to autumn, tool
The breezes of a balmy clime,
Goodby, goodby to you!
But though the wailing w nds sweat;
down
And nipping grows the air;
Why need we sigh when dreams be
Ho for the rocking chair!
Ho for the corner by the blaze,
The hooka the song, the glee; •
The sweet delight of winter night,
With Love-Locks at my knee!
Knock, Mr. Winter, at the doorl
Blow, bugle of the storm' •
Around me streams the
dreams,
The love-light. keep me warm!
And while the blast beats loud w:th-
out
Till summer we forget.
Through all we know that 'neath the.
snow
Soft sleeps the violet!
—Baltimore Sun_
Tampico, Ill., Nov. 11.—Franl
Long and Samuel Smith. who live
this vicinity, are in love with tits
same girl, and to decide which shouW
have her decided to hold a cornhusk-
ing match, the best cornhusker to gee
the girl. The cornhusking match was
held toda.y. long won by a baslid
and a half. The young woman accept
el him and arrangements will soor
be made for the wedding.
Now is the time for you to fill, yout c "al koIse. Lump 12c, Nut 1k
13,?sl. Kentucky ana Coal
Also dealer LIME:anc CEMENT: Agent hi Whitehall and
AgatiteXement. "KINGCOF CEMENT.'
41 Cunningham,




We rcommend the use of
fitary's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening . application . for
chapped or cracked skin or lips.
Is a one night cure iier
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heels, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit Sticky or










Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
uut injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
'Thump' so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by




Highest Prices Paid for Second-Heed
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Bay anything and seD emsythiseg.
sili-mo Court Street. tiict Plume
t6A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
OLIVER. OLIVER & lirGREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES. Benton, Ky., rear bani
Marshall County: Paducah, Kr
Room tic Fraternity Building.
K•w 'nose t,. Old 'Phone 44
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS .CHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
1NC0RPORATED
3o6 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
2000 LOUISVILLE To ROUND 
TRIP From better grade work.. and Repairing.




Cecil Re SOME GOOD EATERS. THE UNLUCKY CZAR.
FLOUR NOY & REED
L.WYERS.
Rooms to, ti ad is, Columum Bldg
PAZ) UCAH, FY.
C. MANNING SEARS, M.D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Teieroo 377.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE I2C NORTH FIFTH
TELE :'HON ES:
Resideree acid Office IS
ALBEN PARKLEY










Prorate in eli the courts of tits
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms t, a sad 3 Register
lug, 523 1-3 Broadway.
Build










Will practice in all courts of E.s
tuck,.
Dr. B. T,Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, zalli
North Fifth. Both none, 3s,c.
Residence 1041 t..lay, (Ai Phone 160V
DR. W. C. BORAXES.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway—now tale









Queen & Crescent Rate
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers Rates on
November 6th and aoth to points in ,
Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgeia, Florida, Texas, Nebraska
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing liberal
stop-evers in each direction and good
returning within thirty days.
For Illustrated literature and com-
plete information call on or address,
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent, 234 Fourth Street,
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District Passen-
ger Agent, 234 Fourth street,
Ky.
3. 0. BEAM. Jr.. Assistant General
Imuir. Mo.
•
Subsentv .11 the Register
We have enlarged our business and
are prepared to turn out more and
Cleaning, Dying
329 South Third St
Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
EISTURN, conliaous passage km:
01.11111all ticket $5.co mods mid
berth lechaloat.
ROUND TRIP To CAIRO, pry
of five or over $1.5o each, without
meals; Sa.ao with sisal&
Good mimic on all the boats. Foe
urtber particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agwat
or OWEN FOWLER, City Pass
Avant. rhea. NI
Free Dirt
Parties wanting earth may have
same by hauling it away.
THOS. BRID(PS dr SON.
rsrtors.
IffEW ENGLAND srprriTEs ABS
NOT DRLICATS.
Etghteen Eggs Pried Were Only as
Appetizer and Far from the
Record—Great Destroy-
ers of Food.
111he men who do the hard work and
breathe the bracing air of down east
have 'aver been mated far deliesey as
whimsicality a aggetite; but same re
swat arldaticias a feed deatrucelos
have melted the weather at Um satires
sad the atiatiratioa 01viellare, says I
Bangor (a.) repent
The ether sight a tail, mast man
wandered fate a Bangor tench room,
and after scanning the bill a tare toe
Sense Manses, keleitstingig Mired tot
emu fried sop. Me Me what wee
mit balers Wm, and Mind M so well
that be ordered meek Iksa mem see
am" and se om mut le MA esemine•
sla erases.
La they serve Dial eggs In that
leash room the eke orders mosPrised
LI Mei eggs. Li eases id bread and
Ws caps et mem. Wises he had fla-
k/ad, the tall man, who wee from
Primo Edward lalead, oaraissaly re.
marksd that he wee not teeing rvcrf
well that Light, and as he &Met loam
She beardlag hoses grab he had ems
0. ewer to taws to get sematileg Light w
limage Us appetite.
The capaata a a Wisetlag ashosims
ths part et Saeger Iski kW mei Is
bey a meet mf beet. some beillbeek amd
Mir MEM beak teggIeler wee a ealb.
bess end ether vispegeblee and Om
Mow gala. The mak did ag he was
Ordend vied served this roast bea
&nada
The impala ats WS the platter was
▪ as Mr. sad Itre."1160
maid have made it, awl Ilben Isola
elp engestaatle and what:
'Where's all the NM V tbat Weak?'
WkM treskr asked bewIldmed
mak
"Steak an' other eta*" replied Ss
captain.
"Why. I supposed yoe wanted tbses
Sing for sapper, or--
'apper be hanged!" roared D. skip
per. "Get something ass Der sapper.
When you bay grub bw dieser molt
It, an' deal he tryin' to starve me Ls
death rna no vegetarrier!"
Down in Calais they tett a a mem
who got up hungry the other mere-
lug and hunted around for something
to eat He boiled and ate 17 eget. mad
Ending that they were good fresh Imp
tried and ate 19 more, winding ny wile
• quart of mixed pickles and seven
biscuits
The smailest sailor man who ever
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johan,
Mills, was famed for kis salimpleak
asperity. One day on board the
Ilahooner Ruth Darling be Us his own
Omar and also the share et two Mau
1111111whers of the crew no had gins
Where and failed to mom bask. nun
WIbe sat on the rail ansektagke pIps,
lohnny astonished the soot, by serer
"It's poor grub sad little a ft ye
have aboard o' this one. Ws dein
etearta' a man has to get a Mt as' •
sup."
-Why, Johnny. what name waif
yen have on top o' that big Vlied dim
ear?" asked the coat
'OIL well." replied Johnny, as be
re.led his °Yes Wilt "Oh, wsn. rim
Oilskin' I could get away right mew
with a good bunk ce- mutton an' a few
pratles, an' a plate o' puddin' an' a 1St
o' a loaf o' rye bread an'—an' half a
pllon o' ale-0."
Long-Bangs Rlectricity.
Prom the Victoria falls to Witwaters
rand, a distance of 700 miles, engineers
propospe to earry electrical power to
mine South African gold. They are con-
vinced the plan will be commercially
successful, especially as the dry CliMILi1
Is most favorable, while there is no ice
in the river* to interfere with the work-
ing of the turbines and no snow to break
down the transmission lines. It is el-
mated that in the driest season 500,g)0
horse power could be developed. The
available heed of water is about 330
feet, hut a bead of 1.000 feet could be ob-
t mined by engineering works of a corn
paratively light type. This would pro
duce about 1.000.000.000 horse power
At present $15.o00.000 is spent annuall
on the Rand fcr pnwer.
Chance for the Church.
• missionary in southwesternOregon
apologising for the infrequency of hu
letters. explains: -Ify days have beet
spent in the saddle, and at night I are
either too tired to write or else I have
no place pr opportunity to write at all
Last Thursday I made 65 miles on horse
halt, over a rough trail. Solid vIrgir
forests for 40 miles and not a dwellini
place to stop. I am now on the northern
end of Lake Klamath. K/a-nath court
the most southern country in Oregon.
Is a lumber and logging country. The
ehurch is unknown here. God Is no.
thought of and Sunday is like othei
days. The church has a great open don,
In these regions."
Wanted It at Once.
'1 disown you," cried the angry pa
rent; "I shall cut you off with a still-
ling!"
"Yea, sir," replied the erring sot
meekly, "and might Vltava that shilling
now ?"—Life.
Accommodating.
"Very sorry-all icy daughters are al-
ready engaged."
"Ah, well, never mind; I'll call again
next time thve's a vacancy."—Sphare.
Rather a Different Thing.
'Now, Mr. Green, where are you as.
hist Are you trainteg for a rare?" 
Milk in Parbt,
lahC1 it.”: Mr. Cr•cn in le' .7is. • In Paris the 
•ersge prien cf pars
"'a :a tor a trign4"-d-rual, =ilk Is 331 Cct:s gallOIL— • --- -
MISHAPS WHICH HAVE itAIIKED
HIS MIMS
Thousands of Poor Subjects Crashed
to Death on Day of Corona-
tion—Kay a Fateful
Month.
It has bees suggested that Nicholai
H., czar at all the Russian is the un-
luckiest ot Beteg man. Ons woald
have no dMouity in showing at least
that the mar has had more nalsehases
than any other monarch on • thrum
Ills first mishap was that which
prophetIcaily came to him In Japan.
He was touring Iturope and Asia in
1S91 with Prison (looms of Grease
At (luau, Japes, although he had had
splendid entertainment from the
ealkaies. there was a resales anus°.
5.111113e to Mama and • Japanese drew
a sword to kill him, when Priam
George thrust it aside.
But what he was preserved for win
hertan railway at the eastern and;
and for the dignity—slick he in aa
measure desired, but shmak from--at
the crown whica came to him soon
after by reason of Use death of his
father, Abisaader III, at LIvadia.
This attach occarred la Mn'—.
month eventful to Niciboim U. It well
In May that he wee boss., 11 rare age
Ille did not wan; at le IMIe Ihe
&MOW01 120,1100,111111 pimpie. He bad
always detested ollbelal We and the
homage at courtiers. Rat the duties
mad remeasibilittes of aMoseacy tell
mem hIsa.
Se began badly. Oa the occasion of
ha coronation thousands at his poor-
er nseiects were crushed to death as
'Chu dy °Mot Plain Oa that pieta
same what many regarded as the fatal
evidence of the Ill luck which pursues
and makes his It. woeful. Just be-
fore his accession he had become be-
trothed to the Princess Ali: of Hosea
This, too, was outside his reckoning.
Gossip had it that he didn't want to
marry a Uerman princess and that the
Princess Helene d'Orleans, (laughter of
the Comte de Paris, was iery mach
admired by him.
Ill lock seemed to pursue him In his
married life. For • time It seemed
as though his wife would bear him
nothing but daughters and no heir t4
the throne. In 1S95 she gave birth to
the girl christened Olga. two /Ilan
after to the on. named Tatiana; two
year later to Marie, than in 1901 to
I lieentime the mar and the people
and the czarina baud( were diaap-
poln,ed. In A ugi. t lest year the czar.
ins bore another child—and It vas a
boy. So his luck in this respect may
be geld to have turned.
However muers a liberal at Mart, the
hest accounts agree that the czar took
np his inherited authority first sith
distaste, and than with the firm pur-
pme a continuing his father's poli-
cies. He kept his father's counsellors,
and declared he would uphold the prin-
ciple of autocracy.
His Ill luck interfered here, too. Po.
biedonoetaeff was obliged to retire. Mu-
ravieff was taken from him by sudden
death M. de Plehve, his baleful minis-
ter of the interior, a Muscovite grand
vizier, was destroyed by a bomb. His
best beloved uncle. the Grand Duke Ser-
glee, was blown to pleoes by • bomb.,
His governor of Finland was struck
down.
Death has threatened his own versos.
many UMW. In Italy. in 1903, a man
named Goertx was apprehended In time
to spoil a plot of assassination
An anarchist obtained admiesion
to a state reception at the pal-
ace of Tearskoe-Selo in the an!-
form of • superior Aker of the gee-
darmerie and was discovered, with
bombe in his pockets, Just in time. A
girl student, Mlle. hierezhevsky, was
frustrated in an attempt to kill him at
the spring review In 1904.
When, last January, with his court
the czar was ending the ceremony of
Messing the water of the river Neva,
a ahrsOnel from a battery which was
Rains a salute exploded near the reryal
pavilion, killing one man and wound.
Inc others.
He completed the Etiberian railway,
as his father desired. in order to con-
solidate Russian power in Asia and
extend the Russian trade, industry
commerce. But this' railway was one
of the causes that brought about the
unlucky war with Japan.
The ineffectiveness of his numerous
rellerms and attempts at conciliation—
annulments of peasants' indebtedness,
openings bf altars of the Old Faith to
Istdaturbed worship, decrees of rellgi-
els freedom to all, concessions to the
Jews, abolitions of fogging and Si-
berian exile--the failure of them bene-
fits to pacify his country might well be
ascribed to the sinister element which
seems to inhere in all his undertak-
ings.
Then there are all the 4:Isasters 01
the warwith Japan and the massacres
In various parts of the empire to be
eoasklered in an account of the mis-








It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It fifOWS
The Easier It Gets
And:All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
•
Sart Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You 
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
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THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H ONIST
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WHILE EQUAL IN DIMEION AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AB T GLASS MADE,
IT CAN' BE Ai FLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW ANTI
ADMITS THE L cm' IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGRZZABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF TIM
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS
C.  C. Leo. 315 But
.WINCHAST1.11
66 NUBLACK"
Loaded Black Powder Sias
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The Game.



































zcz iron Directory Company
Of touisville, Kentucky
branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paden:eh. WI
Above pieced copies of the directories of the cities named below in the seem
,kg Register office at 5a3 Broady* y, where the public is htvited to cal
when desiring address of any resident of the cities named.
HE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
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PlINVENTED NT HAVEN° 8. -
.BT TRLSPRONN NUMBER&
rrivate and Bual110•11 'Phones That
Are Not Listed—Efforts /tads
by Outsiders to Discover
Theta.
1. 'Yes, they call ma ilappldra," clear-tally admitted the operator of the toile-t: switchboard in a large businessreports are New York Sun. "It's
Moans* I'm such an sosompLished Rae.
you know.
'Tut, then, that is one of the things
I'm paid for; so it really isn't my fault
and I don't let it worry me. Perhaps the
most frequent lie I have to tell Is when
i am asked about a dozen times a dal'
ff the president hese private telephone
tall—one not in the regular telephone
directory, you know.
"Of course he has, he'd be in the in-
sane asylum if he hadal; but he doesn't
want everybody to know it. The tel.
sphone was getting such a nuisance tc
business men that a lot of them have
had to do this.
"Now, wasp a man's private tele
phone rings he knows It really is a pen
sonal call, as only a few people have
his number. It lea direct call from 'Cen.
tral' and does not come over the regular
gales switchboard at all.
"Cvery operator of a private switch,
board, and of course, every 'central,' is
chanted with keeping these private tel-
ephone numbers strictly confidential.
People try lots of different ways to
worm this Information out of us. but
they don't succeed."
"It mass my time wonderfully—this
having a private call," said &lawyer. "1
really think this plan saved me from s
nervous breakdown last year.
"My private secretary has charge of
the telephone supposed by the unini-
tiated to be the only one by which [can
be reached personally. Nine•tlmes out
of ten the questions can be settled with-
out referring to rue Occasionally, of
course, I bare to speak to the person my-
*elf.
"But there was a time a few years ago
when I csiald not dictate so much as a
sote to my stenographer without being
Interrupted half a dozen times flat ex-
asperating little tins-is-lice has been
the death knell to many a finely phrased
letter As for important documenta.
when dictating anything that required
serious thought I was otileed to have
an entirely separate rove. etc. d I was
as absolutely 'out' as thour t. in my home
uptown
-While, of course. I did not pretend
to speak to every person who called for
me on the telephone, still I was called
very often It is very different now.
Only a dozes or so persons know my pri-
vate call, and sometimes my telephone
donenot ring more than once or twice
a day
-The telephone Is a mighty good serv-
ant, but with one's name in the publie
telephone directory it soon becomes a
hard master'
"Yes, our house number is private,"
said • woman who has many social du-
Iles. "aad e• guard It as we do the fam-
ily jewels. Only our own direct circle
of friends are able to reach us by tel.
tsphoSe
"As some one said to me the other day,
quite the height of modern Intimacy Is
readied to the interchange of private
telephone number, And It is true.
"You would be surprised to know the
lengths some people would go to disco,.
er the number of a private wire. Why,
would you believe it, our stable is often
called up, and whoever happens to an-
swer is asked for our house numbv.
Yes, our tekpbese is now just what it
originally was and just what it should
be—a convenience and not a Mummies.*
Maiden Names in Other Lands.
SS ban a woman is married in this
country her maiden name is seldom
meatIonee. Many people to whom she
Is very well known have never heard it
In France, on the contrary, there are
oonstant renituders of the earlier dig-
nity. In Belgium marine does not ex-
Uliguish lt. for many married women
often combine the did name with the
new. moreover, they put the maiden
name last, thus giving it the greater
distinction. We can illustrate this by
supposing the custom to prevail in this
country. In that case Miss Brown when
she married Mr. Robinson would have
her visiting cards printed: "Mrs. Rob-
inson-Hrows." This double barreled
arrangement does sot give the Belgian
wife a better metal status than the
English wife's, but it is very soothing
to feminine pride.—London Chronicle.
Wisdom of the Chinese.
The verbal wisdom of the Chinese
has become proverbial, and appropri-
ately enough. It shows itself prominent-
ly in their proverbs. Many of these have
already bees translated into English,
but here are a few ',lore. from a collec-
tion by Herr Brutes Navarra. published
In Hodeineeg, ehieb 1115, be welenme:
"It is Lit' i to be Lose nu: to t.,e
anything." "Repentance is the dawn
of virtue." "Even the 4ighest tower
stands on the ground." "Man thinks he
knows everything, but woman knows
better." "Even the mandarin of the
first class has poor relations." "The
earver of idols never worships idols; he
knows too well what they are made of."
"A day of grief is longer than a year of
joy." And so on.—T. P.'s Weekly.
ON DIRECTORY COMPANY/ He Rowed, She Steered.
The boat drifted on the clear lak•Register Office,533:Broachiray The man and the maid were silent and
a little sad. ',Veer," he said, "will you
rinse with ml always—down the stream
of We?"
"The same .7.s now'?" she whispered.
"The same as sew." said he.
"I will, gladly!" cried the young girt,
He, you see, was rowirg, doing all
the bard work. She had the helm, litte
steered.—Mlnniapolis JoerneI.
•





SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING IrSEIGHT. MACHIN
AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD S. ..."'munitras
OFFICE SECOND AND MO? ‘ ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
We exercise the greatest
care in selecting our cut glass
Consequently our display is of the
highest standard. • We aim to combine
perfection in color; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled.
Wedding and Holiday Gifts
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Palm Given to Maine Man's Trophy
—Zany Own Very Hand-
some Seta.
Maine sportsmea and hunters are
amused by a statement made recently
to the eNect that a moose killed in
New Brunswick had antlers with a
spread of 48 inches, which, so far
as was known, was the record width.
Them are rather small antlers; much
larger ones ean be purchased any day
In the taxidermists' shops of Bangor,
says a correspondent of the Washing-
ton Post.
It has long been a question which
Is the largest set of moose antlers in
the world. Some years ago a set of
antigen from Alaalue mounted in Ban-
gor, attracted groat attention, as they
spread 74 inches. Like most Alaska
antlers, however, these were ragged
and unsymmetrical. The handsomest
antlers are beldam of wide spreed, and
those of semarkable spread art seldom
handsome.
Some time ago the set owned by
.4onnan Merriman, of New York, a
member of the Calumet club, was de-
clared to be the mooed largest in the
world, spreading 62 Melee. The as-
settles was diamond by sportsmen in
Mains, who said that 62 Riches was
met the mooed greatest spread of adie
Isms; neither, they said, was a record
osiablatted by the eat owned by King
Edward Vii, &lewd to spread 71
lathes.
Within the peat saw years several
rts have bees =seated in Baniln
iag a weed of more than 74 incises,
but they were ail from Alaska, and
set at all handsome. The reeord, m
far as kacrwe, tor New Brunswick
moose antlers is 66 inches, and this
pair was mounted here. They wart
unsymmetrical, and not worth muck
as an °maximal
The Maine record is said to be C:
icelism, a pair of this width hating
been mounted here a few years ago to
the late 'Sumner L Crosby
By far the largest and handsomest
set of moor antlers of which there is
any deflate* knowledge is that owned
by Charles B Hazeltine, of Bc.lfast
the (Arial iseasuremeste of which
takes at the allow Bork Sportsmen's
exposition is 11)95, are. Girth. Sle
Inches; length. 41 Riches; palmation
Me by 21% inches, spread, Cl inches
But the spread of a set of antler:
does not necessarily indicate their slzi
or establish their worth, for meaAur
tug antlers is an arbitrary proceeding
For fastener. the Harkins set. while
=mewing oily 61 inches spread, art
72 inches eonvez measurement, and
their beauty and value lie in theii
great width of blade and in theIr 2i
points. The moose from which the3
were taken u killed at Cnesuncook
Usk,. Me, is 13117, by Jule Pease, wilt
says the animal weighed about .1,6qt
pouads, being nine feet long ,from now
to end of tail and eight feet girth.
November in the Country.
Almost everybody who goes into tht
woods, or indeed anywhere else. in No
ember, carries a gun. Partridges are
a certainty, deer and bear are alway.
possible, and pinion of wildcats, kelp
eerviers and Canada iyaxes are not
aciestiy rife to thrill the blood of chit
dren and timid permits when they
pass through a patch of woods after
dark. A foreigner might imagine that
the county was is a state of iasurree
Lien, for in almost every wagon that
you meet a shotgun or a rifle is ags
parent. The rural nail-carrier brings
back more partridges than letters; the
lawyer, on his way home from court.
stands up in his buggy and shoots a
plump bird without oi,eoncerting his
well-trained steed; two or three shot
guns may often be seen outside the
door of the district schoolhouse, rest
tog against the wall, while their youth
ful owners are inside, undergoing In
structien in more peaceful arts What
would a city sehoJimaster think if his
lads of 12 and 11 came armed to




'the earth breathes is a well
scientific fact. It is often e
be verified by that peculiar earth:.
smell which arises immediately aftei
a thunderstorm, the lowering. of Cot
barbmetric pressure c.t•using the floe
upward ef air, Net as it is once ruorc
squeezed downward when the barom
eter ri•es. A resident of Genert ha
discovered a natio-el barometer at
Furney-Voltaire. It l a deel
r •-- .
mg. When this opening is made Halal
enoileh just to fit a whistle the differ
ent sounds as the earth inhales or ex
bales the sir warn the neighbors oi
the coming weather. A lighted mati:h
or • feather showa the direttion of tie
flow as well. It Li sate to be an ei
cellent weather prophet.
Misinterpreted.
Excited Fisherman (to country hotel
keeper)—There isn't. a lift of fishing
about here! Every brook has a Edge
warning people off. What do yor
mean by Ittring anglers here with thf
promise of fine Main?
Hotelkeeper—I didn't say anything
about fine fishing. If you read my ad
vertieement carefully you will se* that
what I said was "Fisting unapproach
Si 41 1-' _
•
ODRRECTED MAY go, 1906.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. to3 No. tat
Leave Cincinnati .  8:ao a.m. 6:oo p.m
Leave LOMIIVilial  12:01 p.m. 940 foul 7:3o
Leave Owensboro .. 6:30 p.m pee aae..
Leave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m. 12:08 a.m. ii :05 as.
Leave Central City  3:30 9.m. 1:03 a.m. 12:30 p.m_
Leave Nortonville  4:0e 9.111- J:40 a.m. 1:28 p.m.
Leave Evansville  12:50 p.m. 4:40 pm: .8:30 am-
Leave Nashville  7:00 p.m. 8;o5 am.
Leave Hopkinsville 
6 9:45 PAL 11 20 arr..
Leave Pr.leaston  4:55 9.12- 2:27 11211. 2:33 pas.
Arrive Paducah  6:10 p.m. 3:4o a.m. 4:15 p.m. 
LeavePaducah  6:15 p.m. 314.5 a•111. 4= P.m
Amnre Fulton  720 p.m, 4:50 a.m. 6:W p.m
Arrive G:bbs, Teem  8:06 p.m. 5:51 a.m.
Arrive Rives ,.. 8:13 pin. 6:o1 am
Arrive Jackson  7:15 a.m
Azaive Memphis -1.10 p.m 8:30 a.m.  
Arrive New Orleans  10:35 a.m. 8 : i s p.m.
NORTH BOUND No, 102
Leave New Orleans  7:10 .in,
Leave Memphis   0:45 11-111.







Arrive Nashville ....  9:25
Arrive Evansville ...  3:45
Arrive Nortonvale ., 1:28
Arrive Central Oly 
Arrive Owensboro 






















































NORTH BOUND No. 306
Leave Paducah  12:41) p.m.
Arrive Carboodale  4:25 P.m.
Arrive Chicago    6:30 a.m.






















NORT BOUND tot-8ot 135435
Leave Nashville   8:to a.m.
Leave Hopkinsville  it:ao a.m. 6:so a.us
Leave Princetoa  2:35 .in. 7:45 11-111-
Arrive redues.%  4:15 Pm 9:25 a.m
Leave Paducah  6:13 p.m. 9:30 am
Arrive Cairo . 7:45 p.m. 11:10 a.m
Itsree St. Louis  y:ao a m 4:30 Pm
Arrive Chicago  6.30 a.m. 9:30 pm,
SOH BOUND 122-822 136436
Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m. 9:40 am
Leave St.Louis  940 9•01- 1:56 11-01.
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m. 5:55 Din-.Arrive Paducah  • 7:43 an. 740 Pm
Meave Paducah  1  7:30 am. 3:ro p.m.
• Arrive Princeton  9:ein am. 4:45 9-01
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:to p.m_
Arrive Nashville  9:23 PM.
Trains marked (s) run daffy except Sunday. All other trams rue
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincimiatc
Memphis and New Orleans; trains 101 and too sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis, Train 8or ,onnects at East Cairo with Chimer)
Sleeper. For further informatics, address,
J. T DONOVAN, agent, CRy Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Pashicah, Kg.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Losisville. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Taut.
9. G. HATCH, G. P. A., aim" 1/1.
W. H. BRILL. D. P. X. St. Lords. Igos
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
&TATE AGENCY
liADUCAH REAL. ES': I. • WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM 5, dAP
SKIPITHLY PATIENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IFINTERN
10MYUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PFUCE UST
PM TO EVBRYBODY SEND FOR IT.




Steam and Hot Water fleatlii
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
4L-elqese...elkireeer-!---stirecoliO4/1112164W-eri.• it4:4 -41L1*-11Cidtgs 4:4,1e9L'4-41.'eelLsaillis





WHEN YOU ARE SICK YOUR
DOCTOR GIVES YOU A PRE-
SCRIPTION. WHICH IS NOTH-
ING MORE THAN AN ORDER TO
A DRUGSTORE FOR THE MEDI-
CINES YOU NEED.
THE FILLING OF THIS ORDER
CORRECTLY, HOWEVER, RE-
QUIRES TECHNICAL TRAINING
M WELL AS YEARS OF PRAC-
TICAL EXPERIENCE.
WHEN YOU BRING YOUR
WCRIP'T'IONS TO US 
THEY
FILLED BY MEN WHO

















St. Louis, 9.o, rising.
• .V;.rnt,r) 7. rising.
PI,1•• .t" : •ing.
The toaboats J4ni Duffy has gone
in the Cumberland river. and, 'he Mar-
gent to the Tennessee river
The Henrietta got out yesterday for
the Cumberland river.
Second Engineer Herbert Boyd of
Ile Clyde has resigned to tabs a paste
Os the Fred If.trtweg Lee Patmorc
Nies the other's place cm ase Oyde.
The Dunbar at t' Scotia werc ex-
amined yesterday hy Green and St.
the federal steamboat 'null and
Soler inspectors.
The steamer Clyde got out yester-
day afternoon at 5 o'clock for the
Tennessee river. She comes back
mat Monday nighi
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
Today's beet in the Evansville trade
b the, steamer Jrhu S. Hopkins. She
aintnes In sand then instned'ately start,
au her return.
The Dudley left yesterday for
Nashville and comes back Sunday
The steamer Kentucky comes out
a the Tennessee river this evening
anid lies until 5 o'clock Saturday af-
ternoon before getting oat or her re-
later' that v.say:
The Dick Fowler skips out for Cai-
vrs thi. morning at 8 o'clock and
come- back tonight about 9 o'clock.
The steamer Georgia Lee left Mem-
pins yesterday and gets here tomor-
tow on her way tip to Cincinnati.
- C. T.. Gray Co 's soot destroyer is











STAND THE TEST OF
TIME, THEY ARE SOFT
AND PLIABLE AND
STRONG AND HAVE NO




GOODS ARE THE CHEAP-
EST IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE BIGGEST LINE.







Flooring, Ceiling, Sash, Doors,
Finish Pine
Siding Oak Blinds,Yellow Gum Ash Maple Poplar Beech Walnut Elm Interior
Lathi Finish
GUM, BEECH kNI) OAIKLO)RING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.. TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second
We Are Makin Very Low Prices on:House Bills.
SUCCESSFUL SUNDAY SCHOOLPRESCRIPTIONS CONVENTION CAME TO CLOSE+
"i HIS MORN; :iE OFFICERS OF CITY UNION AND COUNTY
ASSOCLIO MEET WITH CHURCH DELEGATES TO OUT-
LINE M1H..-1 WORK TO BE D ONE THE COMING YEAR—FINE
LECTURES DELIVERED YES TERDAY AND LAST EVENING
BY STATE SECRETARY FOX, AND MR. VAUGHAN—THE
STATE WORK!:1211 HAVE GO NE ON TO HOPKINSVILLE,
FROM WHENCE THEY PROCEED TO BOWLING GREEN TO
BRING CONVENTIONS TO A CLOSE.
After vir, instructive and well
attended two days' session the Sun-
day School Convention came to a
close last evening at the Broadway
Methodist church, wheer this morn-
:lig at 9 o'clock the officers of the
MUM', officers of the McCracken
C...inty Sunda) School Associatin and
the delegates frm the different
churches will hold a gathering for
prrpose of outlining the work for the
coming twelve months.
i Mr. E. A. Fox, the secretary of the
i State Sunday School Association, did
inot arrive until yesterday morning on
a.so 'includes the city, the followm;
were named:
President—Rev. Wm. Boorquin, ( f
the German Evangelical chati'ca.
Vice President—Rev. IC. W. Banks,










account of deays due to washout.: —Professor John D. Smith, Jr.
along the railroad tracks. Yesterday' Rev. T. C. Gebaner, one of the
afternoon he delivered an add-es, en state workers, went to Hopkinsv.tic
"The Teachings Of The Child." ahile where he opened the county conren-1-in the afternoon Mr Vaughan meide tion yesterday Rev Wm. Megginson
o talk upon general Sunday was to come here for the Paducah
nork He represents the state assoc. convention, but delayed trains held
iation in Eastern Kentucky. and ear- 1,..rn back so that he did not have
ing the session of last right his ad- time, so proct!ded direct to Hopkins-
dress showed the effects the Sunday vile where he was joined by- Rev. G.-
school work I.r.d upon the'coonttes bauer. Mr. Vaughan left this morn
the mountains of Eastern Kentucky. ing at 1.-to s'clesek for Henkinsville,
His remarks were very inte-esittlg while Professor Fcx goes thise th s
and showed the conditions of affairs 'reoming
were growing better each day in that' The series of county couvera•
;held over the state will he broughtsection.
Last night :mother fine talk wts I to a close tt day and to•norrr.N% at
gven by Secertary Fox on "New 'Bowling Gree,•
Things In Sunday School Work." if ! The atten(!a-tce at the Paducah
tcr the teeth -es ansoffering was talczn Iga'hering was yirs
up from thoce present and it amount- 'tires being there from every cotigre-
ed to $25. w'tich to be added to tl'e gation in the city and rural districts
$6o already raised and accredited t- besides many visitors The ...crimp
the total 0' $130 this county is to sessions Were participated in by
contribute to the state association. more than the day gathering., on ac-
During the election of .r. last count of many being unable to come
n!ght for the county association, eecept at thole Oneg
DESTRUCTION
BY FLOODS
(Continued From First Page.)
state that the Isentucky, Red Lick
Big Sandy, Cumberland and other
rivers ve rising rapidly as a result
of the heavy rair: which have pre-
vailed for three days. Thousands
of logs have been swept away on the
Cumberland and Big Sandy.
The tide is rising rapidly and is fed
by flush mountsin streams, and a dis-
astrouc flood is feared. Logging men
have been busy all day strengthening
the booms 111014: the rivers. Some of
these booms contain twenty thou-
sand logs, value.1 at a dollar and a
half each.
CUMBERLAND RISING.
Great Damage to Crops in the Bottom
Lands.
Clarksville, Trim., Nov. 21.—The
heavy rains of thr past three days
have done ;area,- damage to farm
I and, In this county. Reports front
diffejent parts of the country are
that high water and -rain have been
very destructive. Along Blooming
Grove creek fences and water gaps
have been washed away and corn
which has not been gathered has been
greatly damaged. Corn along Yel-
low and B ud creeks also suffered seri-
ously. The bottom lands along the
Ctmaberland river have not overflowed
but farmers are very apprehensive. A
rise of a few fe•-•7 will cover hundreds
of acres of corn. A good deal of the
land is already under water at vari-
ous points, but to far the loss report-
ed is not heavy. The rainfall in this
city has been seven inches, the heav-
iest known in thirty years. The cnro-
berland river at this point has risen
forty-five feet within the past forty-
eight hours, and is still rising.
As a result of a washout on the
Louisville and Nashville railroad at
Springville. beginning today- all
trains for Memphis will go out river
the Mineral to Pond Switch and
thence to Johnscrxille to Memphis.
and all the blood they can ;mike If
such people wnn'd cat before going to
bed, they woul I ,;enerally see an in-
crease in vigor, for the reason' that
while the wear and tear of the body
were suspended digtstiou and assimi-
lation would still be going on.
other words. the body would be mak-
more tissue than it destroyed:
Not A. Comatoefi k
hence an .increase in blood, weightff
and in health. At least that's the(Balthoore Asnaskailla
Virtue clothed in Po* aid kink man of tbe pale, thin type, who ap-
p o
naked and hi rags goes by unr Yecog- ork Tribune. •
one pirysician evrilstried things to a
is boded to die skim. k vi rtual
,wo 'AT HALBOUR.S DEPAILTMILPIT STOR.1E"M re(' t unit run down.is_tge,w4,
nired.
 Aar
is in danger of being leashed away.
The present tide in the Kentucky
river is bringing logs against it faster
than they can be removed, and the
strain on the bridge grows hourly.
The railroad company is posting in a
new bridge and the false work in use
at present is not designed to bear
much strain.
Damage in Western Kentucky.
Madisonville, Ky., Nov. 21—The
continued heavy rains of the last two
days have done great damage to the
tracks of the L & N. R. E., and all
trains are delayed. Many bridges have
been damaged
—Asy for G. L. Gray & Co.'s soot
destroyer and be bothered with no
more soot For sale at Jake Bieder-
man Grocery Co.
+ + + + • • • • • • • • • • • 11 UNDECIDED As••• ••• •••••••
\Jr John Winch, Jr., %sill rrturti
tomorrow from Detroit, where he
has been attending a school of engrav
ing for the It.st four months. Next
Monday he gots to Pana, Ill., to take
a position in a large jewelry store
there. He comes here to spend Sat-
urday and Sunday with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John 7. Bleich, Sr.
Mr. LeRoy Lightfoot, of Henderson,
rrived yesterday.
Hon. Jake Corbett, of-Ballart Loun-
ty, was here yesterday attending Fed-
eral court
Mr. Frank McKay has returned
from sisiting his sister in St Louis.
Miss Ida itoo.i, of Chicago has re.
turned after visiting her brother, Mr.
Edward Roos.
Manager Jack Saunde-s of the R. G.
Dun mercantile office at Louisville
is in the city visiting the Paducah
branch.
Mrs. I. Bodenheimer of Aines, toss a,
.- visiting h-- sister, Mrs. I. Bieder-
man of South Seventh street. Miss
Rose Bodenheimer of Ames, is visit-
ing Mrs. Mohr Micheal of North
Seventh.
Mrs. Gaither lienni tK:gcr and child
of Louisville are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Hoary Heaneberger.
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm left yester-
day for Nashville to visit her daught-
er, Mrs. Rev. J. R. Wright.
Mr Wm. Mieoich, wife and child,
have gone ao Oklahoma City to 10-
Mr \ J. Sinah of the Rt.c.les-Bur-
ford establishment. yesterday Wee
called to LebaDoo, Ky.. by the death
of his mother.
Miss Mary Stone of
is visiting the Misses
Trimble street.
Mr Boone of Birdsville







They 'Should Find No Favor With
Nervous, Anaemic People.
It is said by some phystclans that
a good deal of the insomnia, extreme
thinness and general debility from
which Americans suffer is due to the
various fasting fads. Hare a mos
goes without his breakfast, there a
woman makes a doint of going hun-
gry to bed. Another systematically
omits a meal at noonday, and so it
goes. Where people are constitution-
ally below per and in a position where
they can only hope to maintain a fair,
degree of efficiency by keeping up
their vitality, such "stunts" are of
qeestionable virtue. Sturdy, full- ,
blooded people. . it h iron nerves and
digestions that can negotiate nails,
may try starving themselves with im-
ptinity. perhapS. Thin, anaemic, net-
PERSONAL. 'eons people, on the other band, gen-If the young lady that received graft need all the food they can eatpresent of pair of small diamond ear-
rings from gentlemen named William-
son will return :tame at once either
to this office my home, no ques-
tions will be a.sked. All parties are
known to Miss Ruth Grey and she
will give the names if I do not get




NOT YET KNOWN WHETHER
MR. CAMPBELL WILL BE
BURIED HERE.
Mrs. Carrie Powers Passed Away of
Mama Yesterday Morning at
Her Home In County.
Judge James Campbell, Sr., left yes-
terday morning for St. Louis, whets
he was called by the death the night
before , of his brother, Hon. Given
Campbell, whose dissolution was pub-
lished in these columns yesterday. No
message has yet been received here
stales whether it has been definite-
ly decided to bring the remains to
this sity for burial, or inter them at
the Si. Louis cemetery.
Mr. David M. Flournoy. Jr., return-
ed yesterday morning from St Louis
where he was when his made died
AB the immediate family, of the de
tossed was at his bedside when death
Canal.
Died of Asthma_
Yesterday morning Mrs. Carrie
Powers, died a: her home out in the
minty after lingering illness with
aefinssa
The derea•ed was sisey-five years of
aa and the %ifs. of Mr Charles Pow
en, a well known farmer of that
vicinity. The remains will be buried
today at the Oakland cemetery.
SUES FOR 1190.mo.
Alden Agairrir The Eastern Kentucky
Immo Asylum OD Smith of
Letters D.
Lexington Ky.. Nov. st.—Attoracy
Franklin Wallace. who brought
about the recent disclosures at the
Lexington asylum, wffich resulted in
Fred Pharris and Daniel Adams being
convicted for the mender of Fred
ketterer, is preparing a Seomoo dam-
tge snit, which he will file against
the Eastern Kentucky Lunatic Asy-
lum, which is corporation, with
power to sue and be sued. Attorney
Wallace was ,r.structed by David Ket-
tent, of Ashland, Ky., a brother of
the dead man, to institute the proceed
tugs.
• • • + + + + + + + + + + +
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POPULAR WANTS. •
t • • • • • • • • • + • * • •
FOR RENT—Elegant dais, Sev-
enth and Broadway. Apply to B. H.
SCOTT.
FOR RENT—On apartment in
.loore't Flats. Apply boa N. Sixth st.
FOR engraved cards, give- your
2hristmas order to Paducah Printing
nd Book-Binding Co. Phone mo.
FOR RENT—Two nice store
ooms, suitable foe business Apply
Ars. B. C. Leisner. old 'phone nu
Expert ActOun
Will poet, examine,
audit books by the day.
job. Terms Reasonable.






WANTED FOR U. & ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
pies of at and as; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can spea/i. read and
write English. Frinformatioa ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich
woad House. Paducah, Ky.
1111•11M—
INSURANCE CASE GOES UP
Directors of Equitablellfarpolgoal
arSnit f Restitution of
Albany, N. Y Nov at —The ap-
pellate division of the supreme mart.
third department, this mars*/
handed down two declaims la the
eases of Mary S. Young of Saratoga
against the Equitable Life Assumes
Society of the United States sod 4111
directors individually. The effect of
the decision winch denies the du-
murrer of the defendant is to allow
the appeal of the defendants to go to
the wort of appeals on question, of
law.
Mrs. Young's ink is for restitution.).
she claiming that/the defendants ott)tefil
thin the, defendEt society have
guilty of waste in the anseagmasol a/
the property and funds of the society
and demanding that each of the di-
rectors shall be compelled to restore




A large red nilch cow; any infor-
mation leading to her recovery will he
et warded by Mrs Inbridge Palmer
totg Clark Street Old Phone 993
----‘1c sell kindling and G. R Gray
C.o.'s soot destroyer at Jake Dicier- Advertise in the Register and Get
man Gro. and Bak. Co Jtu
Sheet Music Sale
extraordinary
sco pieces Coopyright Musics sold for 25C, at 
ro_ pieces Copyright Music, worth ac, at 
son pieces Poopolar sad Classiest! Favorites, worth sec, at.... is
eo Folios of Musk, with so to ag plasm is each, at sac
Never Again at These Prices and Only On
November 30th, 1906.
H ASSORTMENT CONTAIN/MOTH SONGS AND D-I
AL NUMBERS. BETTER "GET IN" ON THIS
D. E. WILSON AI Book 64 Mimic Mot
Allatlimmegoglatril
MOM









Bridge at Ford in Danger.
Winchester Ky.. Nov. 25.—The L.
and N bridge at Ford. ICI., connect-
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